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Driving factors of slab geometry between depths of 400-1000 km
Abstract
Through seismic imaging, varying geometries of slab subduction are noted throughout the mantle. While
some slabs remain mostly unaffected when penetrating down to the lower mantle (e.g. Mariana plate/
trench), others appear to flatten out and lie along the 660 km discontinuity (e.g. Izanagi plate).
Penetrating slabs with moderate dip angles (e.g. South American plate/Peru-Chile trench) are also
observed. The exact cause of these varying geometries is largely unknown. This study attempts to
identify if a variation in slab geometry at the upper lower mantle transition zone is caused by an internal
(e.g. phase change, viscosity structure, Rayleigh number) or external (trench migration) processes of
subduction. The mantle flow regime of the mantle has also been assessed. Mantle convection models
with tectonic surface boundary reconstructions were grouped together according to their specific input
parameters and then had their present-day temperatures compared to seismic tomography. Matches and
mismatches to tomography were analysed and quantified on global and regional scales. The presence of
switching geometries throughout a slab’s evolution has led this study to favour a whole mantle
convection regime with compositionally different layers. Results from comparisons of mantle flow
models with tomography indicate that the presence of a phase change and a change in viscosity
structure, two internal parameters, have little effect on the variation of slab geometry. More significantly, a
change in the Rayleigh number caused major variations, with too low and too high a convection vigour
resulting in a variation of predicted slab material between mantle flow models. The external parameter of
surface boundary reconstructions was observed to be the main contributor to a high variation in predicted
slab geometry. When modelled through time, both the internal and external parameters displayed the
same level of variation seen at present day. In the evolution of subduction, each modelled slab location
was seen to start as a steeply penetrating slab. Trench migration at the surface caused upper mantle
material to migrate at a high rate, while material in the lower mantle moved at a lower rate, resulting in a
decrease in the angle of slab penetration in the lower mantle. Trench migration appears to be the key
factor in shaping slab geometry.
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Abstract:
Through seismic imaging, varying geometries of slab subduction are noted throughout
the mantle. While some slabs remain mostly unaffected when penetrating down to the lower
mantle (e.g. Mariana plate/trench), others appear to flatten out and lie along the 660 km
discontinuity (e.g. Izanagi plate). Penetrating slabs with moderate dip angles (e.g. South
American plate/Peru-Chile trench) are also observed. The exact cause of these varying
geometries is largely unknown. This study attempts to identify if a variation in slab geometry
at the upper lower mantle transition zone is caused by an internal (e.g. phase change, viscosity
structure, Rayleigh number) or external (trench migration) processes of subduction. The mantle
flow regime of the mantle has also been assessed.
Mantle convection models with tectonic surface boundary reconstructions were
grouped together according to their specific input parameters and then had their present-day
temperatures compared to seismic tomography. Matches and mismatches to tomography were
analysed and quantified on global and regional scales.
The presence of switching geometries throughout a slab’s evolution has led this study
to favour a whole mantle convection regime with compositionally different layers. Results
from comparisons of mantle flow models with tomography indicate that the presence of a phase
change and a change in viscosity structure, two internal parameters, have little effect on the
variation of slab geometry. More significantly, a change in the Rayleigh number caused major
variations, with too low and too high a convection vigour resulting in a variation of predicted
slab material between mantle flow models. The external parameter of surface boundary
reconstructions was observed to be the main contributor to a high variation in predicted slab
geometry. When modelled through time, both the internal and external parameters displayed
the same level of variation seen at present day. In the evolution of subduction, each modelled
slab location was seen to start as a steeply penetrating slab. Trench migration at the surface
caused upper mantle material to migrate at a high rate, while material in the lower mantle
moved at a lower rate, resulting in a decrease in the angle of slab penetration in the lower
mantle. Trench migration appears to be the key factor in shaping slab geometry.
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1. Introduction
The mantle environment and its constituents have long been studied in geoscience.
Despite its inaccessibility, the mantle has been imaged, mapped and modelled in the pursuit of
uncovering the exact nature of the mantle system. However, a model can only be as good as its
inputs, which can often result in inaccurate representations of the mantle. The flow of the
mantle and morphology of slabs has proven to be problematic for scientist, causing
contradictions to arise. One particular topic of controversy is the morphology and geometry of
slabs within the mantle. In mantle imaging, it has been noted around the world that slabs have
formed varying geometries (Li et al., 2008; van der Meer et al., 2018). Some of these include
flat, sheet-like shapes, where others have expressed a more abstract, blob-like structure.
Narrow and wide structures have also been noted in the mantle. Due to the inaccessibility of
the mantle, studying these slab morphologies has proven to be a difficult task. The exact causes
of these varying geometries are unknown. Many have attributed these differing morphologies
to fast trench migration (e.g. van der Hilst and Seno, 1993; Guillou-Frottier et al., 1995; Olbertz
et al., 1997), the age of the subducting lithosphere (e.g. Vlaar and Wortel, 1976; Karato et al.,
2001), or the influence of viscosity in the mantle (e.g. Čı́žková et al., 2002; Běhounková and
Čížková, 2008).
The composition, flow and convection system of the mantle is also an area of
geoscience that is the subject to debate. While some researchers have argued for whole-mantle
convection (e.g. Grand et al., 1997), others have disagreed, stating that the mantle consist of
chemically stratified layers (e.g. Anderson, 2002) that hinder the subduction of lithosphere
through each layer. Composition and flow of the mantle has often been linked to the depths at
which slabs penetrate or stagnate. The increasing use of seismic imaging has shown how slabs
all over the world have varying depths of penetrations. Analysis of the upper-lower mantle
boundary (660 km depth) has shown that some plates have penetrated through this boundary,
while some have stagnated, appearing to lie flat on this boundary (Agrusta et al., 2017).
It is these uncertainties that are the focus of this thesis. Specific objectives have been
set. These are: (1) Assessing the geometry and distribution of slabs in global mantle flow
models and quantitatively comparing these to the geometry and distribution of slabs in
tomographic images; (2) using a series of mantle flow models with contrasting parameters to
assess the properties of deep Earth mantle based on the match to tomographically imaged slabs;
and (3) examining tectonic reconstruction through time to ascertain the effect of plate motion
on slab geometry. These objectives will be completed in order to achieve the aim of this paper;
to identify whether internal or external processes of the mantle are causes a variation of slab
7

geometry in the upper-lower mantle. This paper will focus on depth between 400–1000 km.
Primarily, this aim will be completed through the analysis and quantification of the match
between palaeogeographically constrained mantle flow models and tomographic models.
For subduction to occur, a tectonic plate must be denser than the underlying mantle.
The subduction of lithosphere often occurs at convergent plate boundaries, where two tectonic
plates collide with each other. This collisional process causes the denser plate to sink down
into the mantle, resulting in subduction of lithosphere. It is the descending lithosphere that is
referred to as the slab. The sinking of a slab exposes it to intense heat and pressure,
subsequently mixing with the surrounding mantle (Hofmann, 1997). This mixing of slab and
mantle can result in a recycled system of lithosphere (Stern, 2002), as once subducted
lithosphere is heated it can be brought back up to the surface of the Earth as mantle plumes.
The ongoing motions of tectonic plates and lithosphere have been studied since their discovery.
It is generally accepted that ‘slab pull’ is the primary driver of plate motion (Conrad and
Lithgow-Bertelloni, 2002), causing lithosphere to sink at convergent boundaries and spread
apart at divergent boundaries, ultimately resulting in a ‘conveyor belt’ of moving lithosphere.
At a depth of approximately 660 km lies the upper-lower mantle discontinuity (also
known as the upper-lower mantle boundary or 660 km discontinuity). It is this boundary that
separates the lower mantle from the upper mantle. The boundary is marked by a distinct change
in velocity (Vinnik, 1989), located at approximately 660 km (though some argue that the
discontinuity exists at 650 km or 670 km depth). Depths at which slabs penetrate or stagnate
are often discussed, as some speculate that the 660 km discontinuity can act as a barrier for
slabs to penetrate, resulting in unusual morphologies. Recent advancements and applications
of mantle imaging, such as seismic tomography (Li et al., 2008), have shown how slabs all
around the mantle express varying geometries and morphologies. Where some slabs penetrate
through the upper-lower mantle boundary and continue to descend to the core-mantle boundary
(approximately 2900 km), others have stagnated, appearing to lie or flatten out at the 660 km
discontinuity. It is this variation in slab geometry and morphology that has led researchers to
investigate the main driving factor(s) behind the cause of such a contrast between slab
geometries.
The depth at which a slab can penetrate is linked to the chemical composition and
convectional system of the mantle. When reviewing mantle geophysics and geochemistry, the
three models that are often considered are whole mantle convection, a chemically stratified
mantle and whole mantle convection with compositional gradients. Arguments for a whole
8

mantle convection state that in order for a slab to penetrate to the core-mantle boundary, the
entirety of the mantle must play a role in the convection, indicating a whole-mantle convection
system (Grand et al., 1997). In contrast to this is the idea that the mantle exists as chemically
distinct layers that can act as a barrier for mantle flow and subduction (Anderson, 2002). The
third model states that mantle convection may be a mix of the two models (Ballmer et al.,
2015).
Due to the inaccessibility and the long timescales over which it evolves, the mantle can
only be mapped and understood through the modelling of its system and constituents. This
results in many contradictions, as the exact nature of the mantle can only be inferred through
modelling and imaging. This chapter reviews previously published literature, highlighting the
various studies which have looked at the mantle environment and slab geometry, as well as the
methods used to achieve these results.
Note that the upper-lower mantle discontinuity has been described differently by
various authors throughout literature. The common depths in which it has been described are:
650 km (e.g. . Zhou and Anderson, 1989), 660 km (e.g. Grand et al., 1997) and 670 km (e.g.
Čı́žková et al., 2002). This paper will present the depths as they have been described in
published papers respectively. This may result in a varied description of the discontinuity
throughout this review.

2. Literature Review
2.1 Seismic tomography
Mapping the mantle and reconstructing plate motions has proven to be a difficult task.
The mantle cannot be imaged through standard means, such as simply observing, as one would
at a regular geological study site. This has caused new techniques of imaging to be
implemented to view the subsurface of the Earth. Seismic tomography has been the main form
of mantle imaging since its conception and has since increased in its technological application.
Through seismic tomography, computer generated models can image the mantle. Often caused
by earthquakes, seismic waves travel through the heterogenous Earth, refracting and reflecting
as they pass through varying parts of the mantle. The measure of P- and S-wave arrival times
allows for the creation of mantle imaging (Bording et al., 1987). As cold lithosphere sinks
through the mantle, speed anomalies occur as seismic waves propagate through denser
material, causing an increased speed anomaly (Condie, 2016). These seismic velocities form
an inverse relation with temperature in the mantle. This technique of seismic imaging is
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successful when searching for slabs within the mantle or for inferring plate reconstruction
models to create absolute plate motion.
Often, the sinking of a slab can result in an increase of seismic activity, as megathrust
faults and earthquakes occur along the boundary at shallow depths (Bilek and Lay, 2018). As
a result, the high seismic activity has allowed for a higher resolution of the Earth’s subsurface,
especially at these plate boundaries. However, despite the advancements in imaging of seismic
tomography, it is unlikely that an absolute map of the mantle can be created without uncertainty
(Rawlinson et al., 2014). Despite this uncertainty, studies such as Li et al. (2008) explain that
with the increase in quantity and quality of seismic data from global and regional networks,
global tomographic imagery can improve and achieve higher resolutions over time. Though,
limitations still occur due to the size and frequency of earthquakes and seismic station
distribution globally.

2.2 Slab Geometries
Since the earliest detection of fast seismic anomalies in the mantle, their
implementation has been the main form of mantle imaging and modelling (Dziewonski, 1984),
essentially providing an X-ray image into the mantle (Li et al., 2008). Through seismic
tomography, cold and dense slabs that have sunk through the mantle have been imaged.
Differing slab geometries and morphologies have been recorded around the world (van der
Hilst and Mann, 1994; Fukao et al., 2001; Ren et al., 2007; Li et al., 2008), with various shapes
and geometries existing. The two main morphological features seen throughout the mantle are
the penetrating slab (Fig. 1, cross-section 17; Marianas) and the stagnating slab (Fig. 1, crosssection 15; Izanagi slab). Tomographic imaging from Li et al. (2008) has shown how slabs can
vary in their angle of penetration, as well as their overall structure. Where some slabs appear
to be narrow and do not lose their structure during subduction, others can evolve to be broad
and blob-like (van der Hilst et al., 1997; Ren et al., 2007; Běhounková and Čížková, 2008).
Slab are also seen to sink down to different depths throughout the mantle. The penetrating slab
sinks to the lower mantle, as seen at the Mariana Trench or underneath Peru, while the
stagnating slabs lies at the upper-lower mantle boundary, such as the Izu-Bonin region or
underneath the Izanagi plate (Fukao and Obayashi, 2013).
Many studies have sought to identify and understand the underlying parameters which
control the variation in slab geometry and morphology. Tomographic images, such as those
from Li et al. (2008), present a series of images detailing subducted regions through Central
America, South America, North-western Pacific, the Celebes Sea and Eurasia (Fig. 1.). These
10

tomographic images show the extent of disparity between slab geometries found around the
world.
With such disparity in results and findings, it remains difficult to identify the exact
cause(s) for the formation of slab geometry. Agrusta et al. (2017) noted that in a dynamic
system such as the mantle, slabs of varying histories and characteristics are always expected to
evolve and develop around the system that they exist in, resulting in debates. The idea of a slab
evolving through time is demonstrated in Figure 2.

Figure 1. Tomographic cross-section taken under Eurasia. Grey circles in cross sections
represent earthquakes. The dashed lines on images represent 410 km and 660 km
discontinuities. Note the proximity of penetrating slab (17) and stagnating slab (15) (Li, et
al., 2008).
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Figure 2. Snapshot of sinking slab through the mantle in two simulation. (a) shows a
hot, young slab penetrating. (b) shows an old slab stagnating on the transition
boundary (Agrusta et al., 2017)

2.3 Trench migration
Where some researchers have looked to the mantle environment for the causes of
differing slab geometries, others have looked to the tectonic evolution of the lithosphere.
However, these two are often linked. A study conducted by van der Hilst and Seno (1993)
argued that a difference in tectonic evolution could result in varying slab morphologies. In
particular, they focused on trench migration observed at the Izu-Bonin region and the Mariana
island arcs. Seismic tomography has imaged how, despite their proximity, both a stagnating
slab and a penetrating slab (Fig. 1) are observed at the Izu-Bonin region and the Mariana island
arcs respectively (Okino et al., 1989; van der Hilst et al., 1991; Li et al., 2008). Their study
implemented results from petrochemical and fluid dynamic studies in conjunction with
plausible tectonic reconstructions of the area (van der Hilst and Seno, 1993). They speculated,
though could not confirm with certainty, that differences in tectonic subduction history
between the Izu-Bonin and Mariana realms are large enough to explain the observed lateral
variations in slab morphology. Despite their results, limitations of that study include a lack of
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spreading ridges which are present in the area (van der Hilst and Seno, 1993). This resulted in
an inaccurately portrayed studied area, thus affecting their findings.
The findings from van der Hilst and Seno (1993) are supported by numerous other
studies (Griffiths et al., 1995; Guillou-Frottier et al., 1995; Christensen, 1996; Olbertz et al.,
1997), in which it is reiterated that fast trench retreat, in the order of 2-4 cm/yr, can cause a
slab to flatten at the upper-lower mantle boundary (at approximately 670 km depth). In contrast
to this, slow trench retreat can result in the penetration of a slab through this 670 km
discontinuity, sinking through to the lower mantle. Though it has been noted by van der Hilst
and Seno (1993) that flattening may occur at an increased depth, causing slab morphologies
that are broad and complex, in contrast to a narrow slab that can retain its structural integrity
at depths below the upper-lower mantle boundary.

2.4 The influence of viscosity and the effect of a phase change on slab morphology
Although some studies have shown how regions with fast trench migration, such as the
Izu-Bonin location, have resulted in a stagnating slab morphology, Čı́žková et al. (2002) stated
that trench migration is not the only cause, rather a small piece in a complex dynamic system.
Čı́žková et al. (2002) and Běhounková and Čížková (2008) attributed the changes of slab
morphology to the effects of rheology and viscosity in the mantle. Once slabs pass the 670 km
phase change, previously narrow structures are seen to thicken and buckle into blob-like
structures. Běhounková and Čížková (2008) noted that an increase in viscosity in the lower
mantle is likely to be the cause of this buckling and thickening. It has been proposed that the
viscosity of the lower mantle increases by a factor of 10-100 (Hager and Richards, 1989;
Peltier, 1996), with some papers suggesting that it can increase by a factor of 1000 (Kido and
Čadek, 1997) compared to the upper mantle. However, the consensus on this is closer to a
factor of 30-100 (Běhounková and Čížková, 2008). The two possible mechanisms of thickening
that can occur are compression, due to the increasing viscous resistance at depth (Čížková and
Čadek, 1997) and fluid buckling (Ribe et al., 2007). Though, fluid buckling is noted to be able
to explain significant thickening (Ribe et al., 2007), whereas compression cannot.
In their models, Běhounková and Čížková (2008) observed that thickening and
buckling of slab material occurred when a relatively low yield stress and a viscosity increase
at 670 km was observed. They explained that, in order to model structures that agree with
seismic tomography, a rather low yield stress (≲0.3 GPa) is needed. They also noted that a
viscosity increase by a factor of 10-30 at the depth of 670 km is more reasonable and realistic
than the proposed increased factor of 100-1000 (Kido and Čadek, 1997). Upper mantle phase
13

transitions are still necessary to create the buckling and thickening of slab material observed in
tomographic images (Běhounková and Čížková, 2008).
At certain depths within the mantle exist phase changes that are able to alter the passing
mantle material. The most notable phase change is witnessed at approximately 660 km depths
in the mantle (Irifune and Ringwood, 1993). Irifune and Ringwood (1993) detailed how the
relationships between the geochemistry of subducted material and the buoyancy of this material
can cause certain phase changes within the mantle. Most notably, they demonstrated how, at
660 km, the discontinuity can act as a barrier for oncoming slab material. This suggests that a
chemically distinct crustal layer may be enough to impede slab subduction, forcing slabs to lie
along the upper lower mantle boundary.
The paper by Čı́žková et al. (2002) acknowledged that both trench migration rates (van
der Hilst and Seno, 1993; Christensen, 1996) and a chemically distinct crust layer (Irifune and
Ringwood, 1993) can play an important role in slab stagnation, though highlighted
contradictions within these findings. The study stated that, in order for a slab to stagnate at a
trench migration rate of 4 cm/yr, there must be significant weakening of the cold slab. Their
findings show that two main parameters strongly influence the strength of a slab – grain size
reduction and yield stress of the stress limiting rheology. They explained that a yield stress
value of 0.5 GPa at the 670 km discontinuity will cause the slab to be ‘deflected’ and remain
in the upper mantle. If the stress yield is increased to 1 GPa the slab will be able to penetrate
the boundary and sink to the lower mantle. It is only if the central portions of these old slabs
experience significant weakening (in the form of grain size reduction) can the slab deform at
the 670 km discontinuity and stagnate. They propose that if a lower rate of trench migration
(~1 cm/yr) is observed, then the slab will be able to penetrate into the lower mantle, indicating
that interplay of external and internal processes may exist.
On its own, trench migration is not enough to cause the stagnation of a slab at the
670 km discontinuity. The findings from Čı́žková et al. (2002) are supported by seismic
tomographic imaging from several subduction zones that feature fast subduction of old
lithosphere (van der Hilst et al., 1997; Bijwaard et al., 1998).

2.5 Age of the subducting plate
Due to the complexity of the mantle system, with many parameters controlling the
morphology of slabs and the convection of material, it can be difficult to narrow down the
exact cause(s) of varying slab geometries. Some papers, such as Vlaar and Wortel (1976), have
described the importance of age on the behaviour and evolution of a subducting lithosphere.
14

Another paper that highlights the importance of age is Karato et al. (2001), in which it was
stated that slab deformation is often the result of the age of the subducted lithosphere, as this
is the parameter which affects temperature, and ultimately slab strength and buoyancy. The
study utilised mineral physics data in comparison to geodynamic models to provide a
rheological model that can simulate deep slabs. It was found that slabs with a large thermal
parameter (low temperature and/or high subduction rate) were more prone to deformation, and
thus likely to stagnate, though this was due to the strong temperature dependence of grain size
(Karato et al., 2001). It was also noted that this was also the case in slabs with colder
temperatures, which were deemed weak enough to be significantly deformed (Karato et al.,
2001). Similarly, slabs with very high temperatures are expected to also fail to penetrate the
discontinuity as viscosity is too low and negative buoyancy forces are too small. In contrast, a
slab with moderately high temperature has the strength to resist such deformation and penetrate
through to the lower mantle. This causes the 670 km discontinuity to act as a rheological
barrier, or filter, for descending slabs.
When comparing the results of papers that have studied the effect of trench migration
on slabs (van der Hilst and Seno, 1993; Christensen, 1996; Olbertz et al., 1997), Karato et al.
(2001) identified limitations with these previous studies. Karato et al. (2001) stated that the
kinematic models used in these papers work only when slab deformation is dynamically
possible. They suggested that, rather than rapid trench migration causing the weakness of slabs,
it is actually a result of weakened slabs. The paper from Karato et al. (2001) described that
various styles of deformation in weak slabs often depend on the trench migration rate and the
other geometrical factors, such as the angle of dip.

2.6 Depth of sinking slab – whole mantle convection vs chemical stratified convection
Another widely debated topic in the Earth science community is the nature of the mantle
and its convection system. When reviewing global geodynamic models and the mantle system,
three forms of models are often considered: (1) whole-mantle convection, with deep
penetrating slabs (van der Hilst et al., 1997); (2) chemically stratified mantle with isolated deep
layers (Anderson, 1989, 2002) and (3) whole-mantle convection with compositional gradients
(Ballmer et al., 2015). Various models and findings have been published in order to understand
the nature of the mantle. This section of the literature review has analysed some of these studies
and their findings to present past and present understanding of the mantle environment.
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2.6.1 Whole-mantle convection
Though we cannot directly observe the interior of the planet, the mantle has long been
regarded as homogenous in convection. Models of whole-mantle convection have often been
considered paradigm in mantle geophysics. Whole-mantle convection is the idea that the
entirety of the mantle plays a role in the motion of plate tectonics. Davies (1977) stated that it
is likely that the lower mantle is involved in motions related to plate tectonics, such as slab
subduction or mantle upwellings. Seismic tomography has been the main form of mantle
imaging and modelling (Li et al., 2008). A model that supports the concept of whole-mantle
convection would provide evidence of deep mantle slabs, indicating that the deep mantle still
influences slab sinking. One such model was presented by Grand et al. (1997), where P- and
S-waves were modelled to show tomographic cross sections of the mantle. These cross sections
were interpreted as slabs that descended through the entirety of the mantle, even down to the
mantle core boundary. Tomographic models showed anomalies in the mid-mantle that are
dominated by long and thin structures associated with subduction. It was interpreted that these
structures were slabs that had penetrated to depths of 1600 km, which supports the argument
that sinking slabs can penetrate to the lower mantle, indicating a whole-mantle convection
system. Some of these lower mantle structures can also be traced back to current subduction
zones (van der Hilst et al., 1997; van der Meer et al., 2018) indicating that at least some segment
of the slab sinks to the lowermost mantle.
Arguments against a chemically stratified mantle system comes from analysis of a
simple layered-fluid model, indicating that lower mantle would have to be 10,000 times more
viscous than the upper mantle in order to confine thermal convection to the upper mantle
(Davies, 1977). According to Davies (1977), the findings of this significantly viscous upper
mantle is evidence that a chemically distinct upper and lower mantle is not a compelling model
of the Earth’s mantle. Though, limitations do arise within this study, as models, simulations
and observations have since advanced to provide further crucial evidence regarding the concept
of a chemically stratified mantle system.
2.6.2 Chemically stratified mantle
In contrast to the whole-mantle convection theory is the idea that the mantle is
composed of chemically distinct layers, many of which can act as a boundary for mantle flow
or subducting lithosphere. Where arguments against a chemically layered mantle arise (e.g.
Davies, 1977), Wen and Anderson (1997) showed that surface dynamic topography and plate
motions can be explained by a stratified mantle with a chemical discontinuity at 900 km, rather
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than at 650 km, as this provides a self-consistent geodynamic model (Wen and Anderson,
1997). This effectively removes several arguments in favour of a whole-mantle convection
theory. Also, tomographic cross-sections can often be misleading, as they are selected and
cropped, and depend on background reference model and colour scale. Anderson (2002) stated
that no tomographic model can be considered satisfactory if it is not tested against the geoid
and the dynamic topography.
Instead of a whole-mantle convection, Anderson (2002) presented a triple layered
mantle, split roughly into three depth intervals, ~0 – 1000 km, ~1000 – 2000 km and ~2000 –
3000 km depth. Evidence of a layered mantle is seen with current subduction zone slabs, as
they flatten or broaden towards the 650 km discontinuity (Zhou and Anderson, 1989),
indicating that each boundary acts as a barrier, and influences slabs within each respective
boundary. Features between 650 – 1000 km depth may be remnant slabs (Anderson, 2002) and
material below 1000 km would show no correlation with subduction histories. Though
Anderson (2002) notes that two large slow anomalies in the lower most mantle exist under
Africa and the Central Pacific which may cause uplift and possibly heat the overlying layers,
ultimately affecting upper mantle convection. However, numerical models of thermochemical
convection in a three-dimensional spherical geometry indicate that the subduction history of
Earth can lead to representation of thermochemical structures, as seen in seismic tomography
underneath Africa and Central Pacific (Mcnamara and Zhong, 2005).

2.6.3 Whole-mantle convection with compositional gradients
A final, more recent model suggested that mantle convection may be a mix of the two
previously discussed models, as whole-mantle convection may exist with compositional
gradients throughout the mantle. Seismic tomography has revealed that only a few slabs
penetrate to the lower mantle, with the majority of subducted lithosphere appearing to stagnate
above 660 km depths (Grand et al., 1997; Li et al., 2008). It was also found that slabs that are
able to penetrate through the 660 km discontinuity tend to stagnate at lower depths within the
lower mantle, such as in Peru and Mexico (Fukao and Obayashi, 2013). Slab stagnation at such
great depths is poorly understood, in contrast to the relative well understood slab stagnation at
~ 660 km depth. However, evidence of slab stagnation in the lower mantle implies that both a
whole-mantle and a chemically stratified mantle may coexist, with compositional gradients
experienced locally. Ballmer et al. (2015) used the presence of slab stagnation in the lower
mantle to demonstrate that compositional mantle layering can be sustained by and may even
be a consequence of thermochemical whole-mantle convection. It was proposed that a dense
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lower mantle enriched in basalt can inhibit the sinking of some slab segments beyond a depth
of ~1000 km, thus reconciling with the concept that a whole-mantle convection system exists,
with moderately compositionally layered mantle found at some regions of the mantle.

2.7 Plate reconstructions from tomography
Seismic tomography has proven to be a crucial aspect of geophysics and geodynamics.
Through its application, currently subducted ancient lithosphere can be traced back to reveal
plate tectonic history, as deeper slabs are correlated to older geological records, assuming no
horizontal movement has occurred following the break off of lithosphere (van der Meer et al.,
2018). Tectonic reconstructions can also be created with tomographic constraints, allowing for
a model that represents plate motion on the surface of the Earth. An increase in availability and
usability of seismic tomographic data has allowed for an increase in the number of studies
conducted which have utilised seismic tomography, particularly on the regional scale (e.g. Van
Der Hilst and Mann, 1994; Ren et al., 2007; Shephard et al., 2013; Sigloch and Mihalynuk,
2013; Chen et al., 2019).
Wu et al. (2016) constructed a Philippine Sea reconstruction using 28 subducted slabs
in the regions as a constraint. Each slab was mapped in 3-D global tomography, unfolded, and
incorporated into a global plate reconstruction and given plate-tectonic kinematics using a new
slab mapping and reconstruction workflow. At the time of writing, their study presented
potentially the most extensive attempt to quantitively recover slab constraints for plate-tectonic
models. They showed that areas dominated by plate convergence, with significantly complex
subduction histories, can be tectonically reconstructed by methods of mapping and unfolding
subducted slabs, using these as constraints into globally consistent plate tectonic models. Many
similar studies have also utilised seismic tomography as a constraint for their models and
reconstructions (e.g. van der Voo et al., 1999; Domeier et al., 2017; van der Meer et al., 2018;
Chen et al., 2019; Parsons et al., 2020). The extensive use of seismic tomography in published
studies indicates its importance and versatility in the field of geophysics and geodynamics,
especially when attempting to map the interior of the Earth or when reconstructing plate
motions on the surface.

2.8 Slab sinking rates
For tectonic reconstruction models to be useful, absolute plate motions need to be
implemented. Previously, this has been achieved by utilising hotspot motions and
palaeomagnetic data. In addition to this technique, new methods of understanding absolute
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plate motions were achieved by using the subduction evolution of plates within the mantle.
However, in order to do so, the history of descending slabs needs to be known. Slab sinking
rates are also able to link the deep earth to the evolving subduction zones and plate boundaries
at the surface (van der Meer et al., 2018). To obtain rates of slab sinking, geological data and
kinematic plate reconstructions with tomographically imaged slabs in the mantle are analysed.
From this, a slab sinking rate can be derived by combing the ages of onset and cessation of a
subduction (van der Meer et al., 2010; Butterworth et al., 2014). This allows a subduction
reference frame (SRF) to be constructed and tested (van der Meer et al., 2010; Sigloch and
Mihalynuk, 2013). The use of an SRF helps when linking plate motions to the deep mantle.
When modelling tectonic reconstructions with SRF’s, errors can arise when implementing
incorrect sinking rates (Butterworth et al., 2014). Often global averages are used, rather than
regional sinking rates, which leads to uncertainty.
There has been significant variation in the findings of slab sinking rates within the
mantle. There appears to be no definitive global sinking rate, as sinking rates of slabs can vary
laterally in the mantle (Fukao et al., 2009). The sinking rate of a slab is highly influenced by
the viscosity of the surrounding mantle. In ideal conditions, a slab would vertically penetrate
the lower mantle and continue to sink down to the mantle-core boundary where it mixes with
the surrounding mantle material. However, seismic tomography has shown that this is very
rarely the case, with slabs flattening out along the upper-lower mantle boundary (Li et al., 2008;
Fukao et al., 2009; Fukao and Obayashi, 2013), as mentioned previously. This can make it
difficult to identify the sinking rate of a slab if it encounters various viscosities and boundaries.
Models and formulas have been implemented to approximate the effect that an increase
in viscosity can have on a subducting slabs velocity. A formula used by Lithgow-Bertelloni
and Richards (1998) presented results suggesting that lower mantle sinking rates are between
10-30 mm/yr, a finding supported by Goes et al. (2008). Similarly, a sinking rate of 15 mm/yr
was proposed by Schellart et al. (2009), who reduced the sinking speed by a factor of 4 in their
model, as this is thought to be the sinking velocity of a slab entering the lower mantle (LithgowBertelloni and Richards, 1998). Butterworth et al. (2014) presented a globally lower mantle
averaged sinking rate of 13±3 mm/yr, though the authors expressed that due to complex sinking
histories, global averages are insufficient for constraining absolute plate motion. They
suggested that it is best to use regional sinking rates, as this is more specific when modelling
an area on a region scale, rather than globally.
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3. Methods
3.1 Seismic tomography and vote maps
Seismic tomography is one of the main forms of imaging the Earth’s mantle. P- and Swaves speed up as they propagate through the mantle and come into contact with denser
material. The fast speed anomalies are recorded at the surface of the earth, where a computergenerated image of the mantle can be created. These fast speed anomalies are inferred to be
slab material that descends through the mantle. However, to compare fast seismic anomalies
with mantle flow models, it is necessary to threshold the tomographic imaging. One such
method is stacking a series of tomographic models on top of each other, creating a series of
vote maps over depth (Shephard et al., 2017). This identifies areas globally where published
tomographic models agree on slab existence according to the presence of fast seismic
anomalies. Areas that lie above the proposed vote map count are given a value of 1, while areas
that are less than the proposed vote map count are given a value of 0.
This study has considered vote map counts for the depth range of approximately 4001000 km depth. 7 (out of 15) and 13 (out of 15) P-wave tomographic votes, 11 (out of 18) and
14 (out of 18) S-wave tomographic votes, and 17 (out of 33) and 23 (out of 33) combined (Pwaves and S-waves) tomographic votes were compared. Each P-, S- and PS-wave can be used
as a threshold vote number to identify an appropriate amount where these tomographic models
agree on slab locations, based on the infernal of fast seismic anomalies. Table 1 highlights the
features of each tomographic model, its intended use and the reference model that was utilised
for each tomographic model.

3.2 Palaeogeographically constrained mantle flow models
A mantle flow model identifies areas within the mantle that consist of a hot or cold flow
of mantle material. By utilising a palaeogeographically constrained tectonic reconstruction as
a surface boundary condition, these mantle flow models are now able to locate and predict
subduction zones throughout Earth. Without a surface boundary reconstruction, the convection
models are not successful in identifying subduction zones and slab geometries in the mantle.
In addition, each palaeogeographically constrained mantle flow model (hereon referred to as
mantle flow model) is created with a unique set of input parameters that makes each mantle
flow model different from the rest. These input parameters can be grouped together according
to their inputs (Table 2). Each mantle flow model is created fully independent from
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P-wave Model

Data Type

Reference Model

DETOX-P1
DETOX-P2

Body waves (only P)
Body waves (P and Pdiff)

IASP91
IASP91

DETOX-P3
GAP-P4

Body waves (P, PP and Pdiff)
Body waves

IASP91
GAP

GyPSuM-P

Body waves

PREM (modified)

HMSL-P06

Surface waves, body waves

AK135 for ray tracing travel time measurements for each
phase have the mean removed

LLNL_G3Dv3
MITP08

Body waves
Body waves

Custom averaged model
AK135

MITP_USA_2011MAR

Body waves

AK135

MITP_USA_2016MAY
PRI-P05

Body waves
Body waves

AK135
IASP91

SP12RTS-P

Surface waves, body waves, normal
modes

PREM

SPani-P
UU-P07

Surface waves, body waves
Body waves

PREM
AK135

TX2019slab-P

Body waves

AK135

S-wave Model
GyPSuM-S
HMSL-S06

Data Type
Body waves
Surface waves, body waves

Reference Model
TNA/SNA
AK135 for ray tracing, travel time measurements for each
phase have the mean removed

PRI-S05
S20RTS

Body waves
Surface waves, body waves, normal
modes
Surface waves, body waves, normal
modes
Surface waves, body waves, normal
modes
Surface waves, body waves
Waveform
Surface waves, normal modes

IASP91
PREM

Surface waves, body waves, normal
modes
Waveform
Waveform
Surface waves, body waves
Surface waves, body waves, normal
modes
Surface waves, body waves
Body waves
Body waves
Body waves

PREM

S362ANI+M
S40RTS
SAVANI
SAW642ANb
SEISGLOB1
SEISGLOB2
SEMUCB-WM1
SEMum
SGLOBE-rani
SP12RTS-S
SPani-S
TX2011
TX2015
TX2019slab-S

STW105
PREM
PREM
PREM
PREM

Custom averaged model
PREM
PREM
PREM
PREM
TX2011_ref
TX2011_ref
TNA/SNA

Table 1. List of P- and S-wave tomographic models, their data type, and the reference models used. Data
has been sourced from SubMachine Tomography
(https://www.earth.ox.ac.uk/~smachine/cgi/index.php?page=vote_maps)
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Output

Input
External
Case

Reconstruction Model

2%

Internal
Start Age (Ma)

Rayleigh Number
8.60x108
8.60x108
8.60x108

C1
C2
C3

Mer21
Mer21
Mer21

1000
1000
1000

C4
C5
C6
C7

Ma16-2
Ma16-2
Ma16-2
Ma16-2

230
230
230
230

C8
C9
C10
C11
C3

Mu16
Y18
Ma16
Ma16-2
Mer21

230
410
100
230
1000

C12
C13
C14
C15
C11

Ma16-2
Ma16-2
Ma16-2
Ma16-2
Ma16-2

230
230
230
230
230

C11
C16
C17
C7

Ma16-2
Ma16-2
Ma16-2
Ma16-2

230
230
230
230

Viscosity structure

Phase change
0.02,0.002,0.02,0.2
0.02,0.002,0.02,0.2
0.02,0.002,0.02,0.2
Rayleigh number
8.60x109
0.02,0.02,0.02,0.1
7
8.60x10
0.02,0.02,0.02,0.1
8.60x106
0.02,0.02,0.02,0.1
8.60x108
0.02,0.02,0.02,0.1
Reconstruction
8.60x108
0.02,0.02,0.02,0.02
8.60x108
0.02,0.002,0.02,0.2
8.60x108
0.02,0.002,0.02,0.2
8.60x108
0.02,0.002,0.02,0.2
8.60x108
0.02,0.002,0.02,0.2
Viscosity Structure
8.60x108
0.02,0.002,0.02,80
8.60x108
0.02,0.002,0.02,5.5
8.60x108
0.02,0.002,0.02,3
8.60x108
0.02,0.002,0.02,2
8.60x108
0.02,0.002,0.02,0.2
Asthenosphere viscosity structure
8.60x108
0.02,0.002,0.02,0.2
8.60x108
0.02,0.02,0.02,0.2
8.60x108
0.02,0.02,0.002,0.1
8.60x108
0.02,0.02,0.02,0.1

5%

Phase change

S

A

S

A

410, 670
670
-

0.229
0.227
0.241

0.739
0.739
0.762

0.191
0.184
0.192

0.9277
0.9230
0.9328

-

0.342
0.223
0.113
0.306

0.867
0.815
0.500
0.845

0.193
0.219
0.191
0.131

0.9506
0.9529
0.9516
0.9037

-

0.371
0.272
0.221
0.274
0.241

0.878
0.800
0.769
0.829
0.762

0.192
0.208
0.211
0.225
0.215

0.9328
0.9493
0.9523
0.9459
0.9549

-

0.400
0.302
0.319
0.364
0.274

0.891
0.844
0.871
0.880
0.829

0.219
0.220
0.214
0.221
0.208

0.9539
0.9512
0.9503
0.9517
0.9493

-

0.274
0.307
0.322
0.306

0.829
0.867
0.850
0.845

0.208
0.216
0.195
0.219

0.9493
0.9503
0.9526
0.9529

Table 2. List of palaeogeographically constrained mantle flow models and their input parameters. Outputs have been calculated from the quantitative analysis of
mantle 2% and 5% colder than ambient matched to fast seismic anomalies. Mantle flow models have been grouped together according to their input parameters.
Note that some models have been repeated for various model groupings. See Appendix material for the full list of all mantle flow models that were used in this
study.
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tomography. This allows for the comparison of mantle flow models to fast seismic anomalies
within the mantle that have been converted into tomographic votes. The comparison of a
specific set of input parameters has been utilised in order to understand how a change in
specific input parameters can affect a match to tomography. The predicted slab material that
shows high variations between grouped models can be analysed, indicating which aspects of
the mantle are causing such variation.
Though each model is made up of many input parameters, this study has focused on
four main input parameters. These are: (1) the effects of phase change, (2) the effects of a
change in Rayleigh number, (3) the effects of a change in tectonic surface boundary
reconstructions, and (4) the effects of a change in viscosity throughout the mantle. Table 2 lists
all of the mantle flow models, as well as the groupings of models based on their input
parameters. The phase change models (C1, C2 and C3) have different inputs for their phase
change parameters. C1 has two phase changes (410 km and 670 km), C2 has one phase change
(670 km) and C3 has no phase change. The equation for the phase change is defined in Flament
et al (2014) as
.g01 − 2 − d45 6 − 745 (9 − 945 )
Γ = 1/2 &1 + tanh <=
.gw45
where Γ is the phase function, . is the dynamic pressure, T is the temperature, g is the
acceleration of the gravity field, dph , Tph is the ambient depth and temperature of a phase
change, 7ph is the Clapeyron slope of a phase change and wph is the width of the phase transition.
For the given depth of dph = 670 km (C1 and C2), Tph = 1719 K, the density difference across
the phase change= 7% (a density change of 280 kg m-3), 7ph = −2 MPa K-1 and wph = 40 km.
For the depth of dph = 410 km (C2), Tph = 1650 K, a density change of 3% was assumed (106
kg m-3), 7ph = 4 MPa K-1, with the width assumed at 40 km (Billen, 2008; Flament et al., 2014b).
The groupings of models C4-C7 examine the alteration of the Rayleigh number. The
Rayleigh number is non-dimensional and governs the vigour of convection in a system. If a
Rayleigh number has too low of a value, a system will begin to conduction material throughout,
rather than convect. The Rayleigh number (e.g. Flament, 2019) is
>? =

E
@A .A g A ∆9ℎD
FA GA

where @A = 3 x 10-5 K-1 is the reference coefficient of thermal expansion at the
surface, .A = 4000 kg m-3 is the reference density, g A = 9.81 m s-2 is the gravity acceleration, ℎD
= 2867 km is the thickness of the mantle, FA = 1 × 10-6 m2 s-1 is the thermal diffusivity, GA =
1.1 × 1021 Pa s is the viscosity, ∆T = 3100 K and the subscript ‘0’ indicates reference values.
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For C4, Ra = 8.60x108. For C5, C6 and C7 the viscosity (GA ) is altered in each mantle flow
model (Flament, 2019), providing a Rayleigh number of 8.60x106, 8.60x107 and 8.60x109
respectively.
C3 and C8-11 each had a different tectonic reconstruction applied to their surface
boundary reconstruction. The tectonic surface boundary reconstructions for each mantle flow
models are C8 = Mu16 (Müller et al., 2016), C9 = Y18 (Young et al., 2018), C10 = Ma16
(Matthews et al., 2016), C1 = Ma16-2 (Matthews et al., 2016) and C3 = Mer21 (Merdith., in
prep).
C11 and C12-16 have differing inputs for their viscosity structure input. The viscosity
parameter is calculated by (Flament, 2019) with the equation
G ∝ G(2)GA exp (9, M)
where G(2) is a pre-factor that is defined for four layers: above 160 km depth, between
160–310 km depth, between 310–660 km depth and below 660 km depth. GA = 1.1 × 1021 Pa s
is the reference viscosity, T is the temperature and P is the pressure. The viscosity structure of
C11 = 0.02, 0.002, 0.02, 0.2, C12 = 0.02, 0.002, 0.02, 80, C13 = 0.02, 0.002, 0.02, 5.5, C14 =
0.02, 0.002, 0.02, 3 and C15 = 0.02, 0.002, 0.02, 2 (Table 2.). Each of these input parameter
groupings makes it possible for this thesis to uncover whether a variation in geometry is caused
by internal or external processes within the mantle.
In order to compare mantle flow models with tomographic votes, it is necessary to
create a temperature contour of the mantle flow models. This study will review and identify an
appropriate mantle flow contour for the specific depth range. Mantle 2% colder than ambient
and mantle 5% colder than ambient have been considered. To achieve a temperature contour,
mantle that lies within areas that are 2% (or 5%) colder are given a value of 1, while areas in
the mantle that lie outside of this are given a value of 0. Once both the tomography and the
mantle flow models have been thresholded, it is possible to compare the two to achieve
quantitative results of the match between the two types of models.

3.3 Mantle flow models compared to tomographic models
Mantle flow models have been grouped together according to their inputs (Table 2) and
plotted against tomographic models. The comparison between mantle flow models and
tomographic models indicate areas globally that demonstrate fast seismic anomalies and cold
temperatures as well as areas which show only one or none of these. Mantle flow models that
show a high correlation to tomography have been selected and analysed at a higher detail,
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imaging specific areas regionally to understand the parameters that are causing differing slab
geometries.
Five types of plots were used to image a correlation between mantle flow models and
tomographic models. These are (1) contour correlation plot, (2) global spatial match, (3)
quantitative analysis, (4) cross-sections of tomography overlaid with mantle flow contour, and
(5) mantle cross-sections through time. Together, these plots enable this study to quantify and
image the match between mantle flow models and tomography.
(1) Contour correlation
The physical quantities of mantle flow models and tomographic models are different
and therefore cannot be directly compared. The thresholding of both tomographic models and
mantle flow models have made such comparison feasible, making it possible to identify
appropriate mantle flow model contours that match up with tomographic votes. One approach
of comparison consists of plotting the distribution of slabs in the mantle as a function of depth
(Flament, 2019). This study has taken mantle 2% colder than ambient and compared it to 7/15
P-waves, 11/18 S-waves and 17/33 PS-waves. A second scenario considers mantle 5% colder
than ambient against 13/15 P-waves, 14/18 S-waves and 23/33 PS-waves. This makes it
possible for this study to identify appropriate thresholds at which the mantle flow models can
be compared against an amount of tomographic vote maps.
(2) Global spatial match
Mantle flow models were plotted against tomographic models on a global view. This
plot shows the match of mantle flow models and tomographic models. The false positive
highlights areas of cold mantle temperatures that do not match with fast velocities in
tomographic models. The false negative highlights areas that are seismically fast according to
tomography, but do not match up with the cold temperatures of the mantle flow models. The
true positive highlights areas that are seismically fast and cold mantle, according to
tomographic models and mantle flow models respectively. The true negative highlights areas
where there is neither fast nor cold mantle. A series of mantle flow models have been plotted
against the tomographic votes globally in order to examine and analyse specific areas that show
matches and mismatches between the two models as a function of depth (between
approximately 400-1000 km). Plots are shown for both mantle 2% and 5% colder than ambient
against 7/15 P-waves and 13/15 P-waves respectively.
(3) Quantitative analysis
This plot provided a quantitative analysis of the accuracy and sensitivity of the match
between the mantle flow models and the tomographic models. The accuracy plot provides a
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quantitative match to the areas where the mantle flow models agree with fast seismic
anomalies. Accuracy is defined as (TP+TN)/A. The sensitivity plot is defined as the
TP/(TP+FN). This takes only the areas that match up with tomography and divides them by
the areas where it does, and where it should match up with tomography (the target). This plot
was utilised to identify appropriate thresholds for mantle flow models and tomographic votes.
It was also helpful in identifying specific models which show a high or low correlation to
tomography votes globally.
(4) Cross-section of mantle flow model contours over tomography
The quantitative and spatial match plots can identify which mantle flow models
demonstrate the greatest match to tomography globally. This plot makes it possible to map
tomography and overlay mantle flow model contours, allowing for a visual representation of
the comparison of the models on a regional scale. Input parameters that have been grouped
together can be compared against tomography in order to understand how their predicted slab
material contours match up with tomography, and whether or not they show a sensitivity to a
specific input parameter. Three locations globally have been selected to analyse these matches,
mismatches and variations. The Marianas was chosen as it demonstrates a steeply dipping
penetrating slab (Jaxybulatov et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2019). South America is another location
that demonstrates a penetrating slab, though at a lower angle relative to the Marianas (Goes et
al., 2008). The Izanagi plate demonstrates a stagnating slab that lies along the boundary of the
upper-lower mantle discontinuity (Li et al., 2008; Honda, 2016; van der Meer et al., 2018).
(5) Mantle flow models through time
The comparison of mantle flow models to tomographic vote maps and cross-sections
makes it possible for this study to identify whether internal or external processes of slab
subduction are causing a variation in slab geometry. Models that demonstrate a high match to
tomography and a high sensitivity to a given parameter have been selected to be analysed
through time, extending back to 100 Ma in some regions (South America and the Izanagi). This
shows how these models have predicted slab material through time, and whether or not a
sensitivity to a specific parameter is seen between mantle flow models through time. A
preferred model was analysed through time. At each location, the models predicted slab
material can be examined in order to understand how slabs evolve through time. The same
three locations (Marianas, South America and the Izanagi plate) can be analysed to see if any
patterns or trends arise throughout their 100 Ma history to understand the origin of contrasted
slab geometries.
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4. Results
4.1 An appropriate threshold
The difference in measurements of the mantle flow models and the tomographic models
meant that an appropriate thresholded needed to be defined. As a result of this, a temperature
threshold had to be applied to the mantle flow models, and a vote map count applied to the
tomographic models. This section of the study will review the different thresholds applied to
each model in order to find the best threshold for the purpose of comparing the mantle flow
models to tomography models

4.1.1 Mantle 2% colder than ambient compared to 7/15 P-wave tomography votes
The first scenario considered mantle 2% colder than the surrounding mantle. A vote
map count of 7 out of 15 votes, 11 out 18 votes and 17 out of 23 votes was chosen for P-, Sand PS-waves respectively. These votes were chosen because of their fit with mantle 2% colder
than ambient (Fig. 3). Figure 3 shows phase change, Rayleigh number, reconstruction and
viscosity structure plotted against tomography vote maps. The tomography votes show minor
variation in the percentage of slab area at depth. Figure 3 indicates a range of slab area
percentage from 5%-11%, with all three tomography votes intersecting at approximately 800
km depth, as well as minor intersections between P-wave and S-wave at approximately 550
km depth.

Figure 3. Slab area as a function of depth for different thresholds of mantle flow and tomographic
models. (a) Phase change models, (b) Rayleigh number models, (c) reconstruction models, and (d)
viscosity structure models. All mantle flow contours are mantle 2% colder than ambient.
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The model with the greatest difference to tomography votes is C6 (Rayleigh number =
8.60x106) (Fig. 3b), as it predicts a much higher percentage of slab area. However, the predicted
slab area for this model ranges from approximately 30%-60%, forcing it outside of the plotted
x-axis. In addition to this significant mismatch, C9 (Fig. 3c), C3, C2 and C1 (Fig. 3a) also
indicate a great difference compared to
tomography votes. The models that
showed the best match to tomography
votes were models C7 and C5 (Fig. 3b),
and C11 (Fig. 3c). Though these models
did not show a perfect match, they
followed

similar

trends

to

the

tomography votes and intersected at
various depths. Where models did
intersect with the tomographic votes
contours, many of these intersections
plotted

between

depths

of

approximately 700 km–800 km. This is
especially seen with the viscosity
structure models plotted (Fig. 3d) with
five of the six models interesting
between these depths.
The quantitative analysis has
provided this study with a numerical
approach to the match between mantle
flow models and the tomographic votes.
Two types of quantitative analysis were
plotted. The first is an accuracy plot
(Fig. 4a) which takes the (TP+TN/A).
This provides a percentage of the globe
where these mantle flow models and
Figure 4. Quantitative match between predicted cold mantle
and fast seismic anomalies in tomography models. Mantle tomographic models match up. The findings
flow models have been plotted with mantle 2% colder than
from this plot support Figure 3, with C6
ambient (a) Accuracy plot quantifying (TP+TN)/A. (b)
Sensitivity plot quantifying TP/(TP+FN).
showing the lowest match against all
tomographic models, averaging 50%. C38
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showed the highest match against all tomographic models with an average of 89%. The second
quantitative plot is the sensitivity plot (Fig. 4b). This plot takes only the TP/(TP+FN). As a
result of this lower sample size, the results from this quantitative match are lower compared to
the accuracy plot. Similar to the accuracy plot, model C6 had the lowest average of 11% when
compared to all tomographic models and C38 had the highest average of 42%.
4.1.2 Mantle 5% colder than ambient compared to 13/15 P-wave tomography votes
By increasing the threshold percentage of the mantle flow models and the tomographic
vote maps, new results arise when matching cold mantle to fast seismic anomalies. The same
quantitative analysis has occurred, except this time mantle 5% colder than ambient was
considered. Results from Figure 5 indicate that the mantle flow models predict a lower
percentage of slab area when the threshold is increased to mantle 5% colder than ambient. As
with the mantle flow model threshold, the threshold for the tomography votes was also
increased. A vote map count of 13 out of 15, 14 out of 18 and 23 out of 33 votes was chosen
for P-, S-, and PS-waves respectively. Similar to Figure 3, the tomography votes shared only
minor differences in their percentage of slab area at depths, ranging from 1%-6%, a slightly

Figure 5. Slab area as a function of depth for different thresholds of mantle flow and tomographic
models. (a) Phase change models, (b) Rayleigh number models, (c) reconstruction models, and
(d) viscosity structure models. All mantle flow contours are mantle 5% colder than ambient.
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smaller area than the 2% mantle threshold. The models that demonstrated a significantly low
accuracy (such as C3, C2, C1, C6, C9) match to tomographic votes increased with this change
in mantle threshold. Many of these models that displayed mismatches with the previous
thresholds now match up with the tomography. This is most notable with C6 (Fig. 5b) which
now plotted a slab area ranging from 4%-16%, as well as with the phase change models (Fig.
5a) which were successfully able to
match up with tomographic votes in
the upper mantle, and only plot a few
percentages off at depths. While
overall intersections are smaller with
a 5% threshold, the models that had
significant inaccuracies at a 2%
threshold now lie within the region of
tomography, accurately predicted
slab area. Models that do not
intersect with the tomographic votes
are within a few percentage points.
Results

from

the

5%

threshold quantitative analysis (Fig.
6) show a higher accuracy than the
2% threshold quantitative analysis.
Where the range of results for the 2%
threshold varied from 50%-90%,
findings from the accuracy plot
indicate a more concise result,
ranging from 90%–97%, as the true
negative (grey area) is now much
larger. The match between models
and the P-wave votes show the
highest accuracy when compared to
Figure 6. Quantitative match between predicted cold mantle
and fast seismic anomalies in tomography models. (a)
Accuracy plot quantifying (TP+TN)/A. (b) Sensitivity plot
quantifying TP/(TP+FN). Mantle flow models have been
plotted with mantle 5% colder than ambient.

S- and PS-waves. The results from
the sensitivity plot (Fig. 6b) show
similarities to the 2% threshold sensitivity
plot, with results ranging from 8%–37%.
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In contrast to the high accuracy for the P-wave tomographic models, the sensitivity plot shows
higher results for the S- and PS-waves. Similarities in mantle flow model results are seen in all
four quantitative plots (Figs. 4 and 6) In Figure 6 C6 has the lowest result across all
tomographic models, averaging 90% for the accuracy plot and 13% for the sensitivity plot.
Also, C7 had the highest average for the accuracy plot (96%) and the sensitivity plot (38%).
4.1.3 A comparison of mantle 5% colder than ambient and mantle 2% colder than
ambient
To find an appropriate threshold, results for both thresholds need to be compared and
analysed. To do so, global spatial matches and cross-sections through the mantle have been
examined. Two models from both thresholds have been plotted globally to visualise how, and
if, predicted cold temperatures match up with fast seismic anomalies. The models analysed are
C7 and C6. For the 2% threshold (Figs 7a and 8a), models have been plotted against a
tomographic vote count of 7 out of 15 P-waves (note that DETOX tomography model is used
three times, with only slight variation between each model). The 5% thresholded models (Figs
7b and 8b) have been plotted against a tomographic vote count of 13 out of 15 P-waves. In all
global spatial match plots, the 2% threshold has a higher area of predicted cold temperature
that does not match up with fast seismic anomalies (green). This increased area of mismatch
causes a decrease in the accuracy (Figs 4a and 6a). By increasing the tomographic votes for the
P-waves to 13, and increasing the mantle flow model threshold to 5%, the area of predicted
cold temperatures and the area of fast seismic anomalies has decreased, thus resulting in a
higher accuracy in the quantitative analysis (Fig 6a) This is most notable in Figure 8, which
compares the different thresholds for C6. Despite C6 predicting a large true positive area
(orange), it also predicted a significant area outside of the fast-seismic anomalies (green),
causing it to have a decreased accuracy and sensitivity, as seen by the quantitative analysis
(Figs 4 and 6). This result of a decrease area of cold temperature plotted is also seen in in Figure
8 which compares the different threshold for C7. Just as in Figure 7, C7 plots a smaller area of
cold temperatures and as a result, has an increased accuracy. In both quantitative plots (Figs 4
and 6) C7 demonstrates a high match to tomographic votes. Despite a higher accuracy in the
5% thresholded quantitative analysis, the spatial match displays only a small area that matches
tomographic votes (orange). As a result of this, the quantitative analysis for the sensitivity plot
indicated a lower average value (33%) when compared to the 2% sensitivity plot (42%).
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Figure 7. Global distribution between fast seismic anomalies and predicted cold mantle. (a) C6 compared to 7 P-wave tomography votes with mantle 2% colder
than ambient, taken at 660 km depth (b) C6 compared to 13 P-wave tomography votes with mantle 5% colder than ambient, taken at 660 km depth. Orange (true
positive) indicates cold mantle and fast seismic anomalies, grey (true negative) indicates areas that do not fall within mantle flow prediction or within the
tomography vote map, green (false positive) indicates cold mantle but area outside the tomography vote map and blue (false negative) indicates areas that do not
fall within mantle flow prediction but are seismically fast according to the tomography. Present-day coastlines are shown in black.
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A high match to tomography on a global scale, as indicated by the quantitative analysis
(Figs 4 and 6), does not always correlate with a high match to tomography in cross-sections at
a regional scale. To test which models best fit regionally, cross-sections through the mantle
must be analysed. Figure 9 shows tomography through the mantle and overlays mantle flow
models in order to see how well the mantle flow models can predict slab material that matches
up with the tomographic votes at a regional scale. Comparison of mantle flow models at
different thresholds can aid in identifying one that suits best on a regional scale. The mantle
flow model contours that have been plotted against a tomographic background are C7, C6, C3.
These models represent a high, low and middle accuracy for both thresholded quantitative plots
(Figs 4 and 6) In both cross-sections through the mantle (Fig. 9), the 5% thresholded models
(Fig. 9c) plot slab material at a smaller size. The cross-sections through the mantle confirm
which mantle flow model threshold best suits for the aims of this study. For larger threshold
values, smaller modelled slab material generally better match the tomographic cross-sections.
This better fit to tomography that is the main reason for choosing a mantle 5% colder than
ambient threshold and a tomographic vote count of 13, 14 and 23 for the P-, S-, PS-waves
respectively. The subsequent results will be assessed using a 5% mantle threshold and a
tomographic vote count of 13 out of 15 P-waves.

4.2 Effect of input parameters on the match to tomography
Each mantle flow model is designed with a specific set of input parameters that make
it unique. These inputs determine predicted slab geometries. This study takes these parameters
and assesses which of these are forcing mantle flow models to have a higher match to
tomography. By comparing the results of mantle flow models that have contrasting input
parameters, the variation in results between models can be inferred as a cause of a difference
in slab geometry within the mantle.
The main parameters that have been compared and examined are the phase change (C3,
C2 and C1), the Rayleigh number ( C7, C6, C5 and C4), the reconstruction ( C8, C9, C10, C11
and C3) and the viscosity structure ( C11, C1, C14, C13 and C12). These four model series
represent internal (e.g. presence of a phase change or the change in viscosity structure) and
external (e.g. the tectonic reconstruction used) processes of the mantle that shape slab
geometry.
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Figure 8. Global distribution between fast seismic anomalies and predicted cold mantle. (a) C& compared to 7 P-wave tomography votes with mantle 2% colder than
ambient, taken at 660 km depth. (b) C7 compared to 13 P-wave tomography votes with mantle 5% colder than ambient, taken at 660km depth. Orange (true positive)
indicates cold mantle and fast seismic anomalies, grey (true negative) indicates areas that do not fall within mantle flow predictions or within the tomography vote map,
green (false positive) indicates cold mantle but area outside the tomography vote map and blue (false negative) indicates areas that do not fall within mantle flow
predictions t but are seismically fast according to the tomography. Present-day coastlines are shown in black.
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Figure 9. Cross-sections through the mantle, taken under Central America. (a) Global tomographic vote
count for P-waves at 660 km depth. White line represents the location of the cross-section taken. Pink
lines represent current subduction zones. Coastlines are marked by the grey lines. Yellow lines represent
present day tectonic plates. (b) Cross-sections of models with mantle 2% colder than ambient plotted
against tomography. (c) Cross-sections of models with mantle 5% colder than ambient plotted against
tomography. Green, pink and black contours represent models C7, C6 and C3 respectively.
C1, C2 and C2 represent the models that have identical inputs except for their presence
of a phase change. C3 has no phase change, C2 has one phase change at 670 km and C1 has
two phase changes at 410 km and 670 km. Results from Figure 5 indicate that the phase change
models all share a similar match to tomography. Where these models do differ at depth, it is
often only by a few percentages of slab area, with a range of approximately 4%-8%. This small
variation in a match to tomography is supported by the quantitative match (Fig. 10). The
average of accuracy to tomography has little variation, with a value of 93%, 92% and 92% for
C1, C2 and C3 respectively. Similarly, with the sensitivity plot, C1, C2, C3 averaged 19%,
18% and 19% respectively. Minor variations in predicted slab material is further seen with
Figure (Fig. 11), which highlight the match to tomography in cross-sections through the mantle.
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Though variations between models do
occur, these are often minor, as each
model follow similar trends to each
other. Globally, the phase change
models demonstrate a high match to
the tomographic background, often
predicting slab material that lies
within the region of tomographic
votes. These models match with
tomography at both penetrating slabs
(Fig. 11a and b) and stagnating slabs
(Fig. 11c).
The effect of a change in
viscosity is another parameter that
reflects the internal processes of the
mantle. Mantle flow models are
designed with a set viscosity structure
that impacts on the predicted slab
material and its ability to descend
through a viscous mantle. The models
viscosity parameter has had changes
made at depths of approximately 0 165 km, 165 - 410 km, 410 - 670 km
and 670 – 2900 km. These depths
represent

the

lithosphere,

asthenosphere, the remaining upper
mantle and the whole of the lower
mantle respectively. A change in the
Figure 10. Quantitative match between mantle 5% colder
than ambient and fast seismic anomalies in tomography
models. (a) Accuracy plot quantifying (TP+TN)/A. (b)
Sensitivity plot quantifying TP/(TP+FN). Mantle flow
models have been grouped according to their input
parameters.

lower

mantle

viscosity

structure

(Table 2; C12, C13, C14, C1, C11)
resulted in minor variations with their
match to tomography. Both the
quantitative analysis (Fig. 10) and the
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Figure 11. Cross-sections through the mantle. (a) Global tomographic vote maps of P-waves taken at
660km depth. (b) Cross-section taken under the Mariana Trench. (d) Cross-section taken under South
America. (f) Cross-section taken under the Izanagi plate. (c) and (e) are the same as (a). Green, pink and
black contours represent models C3, C2 and C1 respectively. Pink lines on global tomography represents
current subduction zones. Coastlines are marked by the grey lines. Yellow lines represent present day
tectonic plates. All mantle flow model contours are taken at mantle 5% colder than ambient.
cross -sections through the mantle (Fig. 12) indicate similar results. The averaged values from
the accuracy quantitative analysis ranged from 95%–94%, with the sensitivity results ranging
from 20%-22%. At all locations plotted, predicted slab material showed nearly no variation
between models, most notable in the upper mantle. At depths below approximately 660 km, a
variation between flow models was more prominent, though still minor, as indicated by the
quantitative analysis. At each cross-section plotted (Fig. 12), mantle flow models predicted
slab material that matched up with the tomographic votes, most notably in the upper mantle,
with only slight variation at depth.
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Figure 12. Cross-sections through the mantle. a) Global tomographic vote maps of P-waves taken at
660km depth. (b) Cross-section taken under the Mariana Trench. (d) Cross-section taken under South
America. (f) Cross-section taken under the Izanagi plate. (c) and (e) are the same as (a). Green, pink,
black, purple and grey contours represent models C12, C13, C14, C15 and C11 respectively. Pink lines
on global tomography represents current subduction zones. Coastlines are marked by the grey lines.
Yellow lines represent present day tectonic plates. All mantle flow model contours are taken at mantle
5% colder than ambient.
More changes to the viscosity structure are seen with models C7, C16, C17 and C11.
These models have had changes to their asthenosphere, upper mantle, and lower mantle
viscosity structures (Table 2; asthenosphere viscosity structure). Similar to the changes made
to the lower mantle viscosity structure, these models also display small variations in their match
to tomography. Results from the quantitative analysis (Fig. 10) presents a minor range in
results, with an averaged accuracy and sensitivity value of 94%–95% and 19%–21%. This
result is supported by the cross-sections through the mantle (Fig. 13), with all locations
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Figure 13. Cross-sections through the mantle. (a) Global tomographic vote maps of P-waves taken at
660km depth. (b) Cross-section taken under the Mariana Trench. (d) Cross-section taken under South
America. (f) Cross-section taken under the Izanagi plate. (c) and (e) are the same as (a). Green, pink,
black and purple contours represent models C7, C17, C16 and C11 respectively. Pink lines on global
tomography represents current subduction zones. Coastlines are marked by the grey lines. Yellow lines
represent present day tectonic plates. All mantle flow model contours are taken at mantle 5% colder than
ambient.
showing small variations between models. Just as with the change in lower mantle viscosity,
these models demonstrated variations between mantle flow models at depths, particularly
below approximately 500 km depth. At all locations plotted, the mantle flow models followed
the trend of tomography, though they would often predict a break off of slab.
Another parameter that replicates the internal mantle system is the Rayleigh number.
Models C6, C5, C7 and C4 have a Rayleigh number of 8.60x106, 8.60x107, 8.60x108 and
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8.60x109 respectively. Unlike the phase change models and the viscosity structure models, the
models with a differing Rayleigh number demonstrate a significant variation in their match to
tomography. These matches and mismatches are quantified in Figure 10. In Figure 6, C6
presents the lowest value when matched against tomography. By increasing the Rayleigh
number from 8.60x106 to 8.60x107 (C5) or 8.60x108 (C7), the accuracy and sensitivity values
increase. Models C5 and C7 achieved an average of 95% and 95% for the accuracy plot (Fig.
10a) and 21% and 19% for the sensitivity plot (Fig. 10b). While the quantitative analysis
indicates that an increase of Rayleigh number can provided a high match to tomography (C4
accuracy = 95%; sensitivity = 19%), the cross-sections through the mantle (Fig. 14)
demonstrate that too high of a Rayleigh number can cause mismatches. This inaccuracy of
Rayleigh number is most notable with the cross-sections taken at the Izanagi plate, a known
stagnating plate (Fig. 14f). Where models C7 and C5 (and even C6) follow tomography by
stagnating along the upper-lower mantle discontinuity, C4 inaccurately predict slab material
below this discontinuity, thus penetrating rather than stagnating. Despite this inaccuracy, C4
demonstrates a high match to tomography underneath the Mariana Trench (Fig. 14b), where
tomography indicates that slab material penetrates straight down, mostly unaffected by the
upper-lower mantle discontinuity. C4 directly follows this trend down to depths, whereas C6
cannot penetrate through the mantle, predicting slab material that stagnates at a depth of
approximately 550 km. Models C7 and C5 demonstrate a better match to tomography
compared to C6, though still are not as accurate as C4, as their predicted slab material is offset
and lies outside the region of tomographic votes, and indicates a break in slab material.
Underneath South America (Fig. 12d), tomography indicates a penetrating slab at a relatively
lower angle. All models tend to follow the trend of penetration to an extent, though C6 predicts
a large area of slab material, as well as predicting a rise in slab material after penetration of the
boundary has occurred at approximately 65o. Rather than lying directly within tomographic
votes, C4 demonstrates a higher angle of subduction, penetrating straight down. Models C7
and C5 predict an appropriate amount of slab material that lies within the area of tomography.
Results from the cross-sections through the mantle (Fig. 14), indicate that too high of a
Rayleigh number does not correlate well with tomography on the regional scale, despite its
match to tomography globally, as indicated by the quantitative analysis (Fig. 10).
The results from the quantitative analysis and the cross-sections through the mantle are
also useful when examining parameters that represent the external processes of slab
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Figure 14. Cross-sections through the mantle. (a) Global tomographic vote maps of P-waves taken at
660km depth. (b) Cross-section taken under the Mariana Trench. (d) Cross-section taken under South
America. (f) Cross-section taken under the Izanagi plate. (c) and (e) are the same as (a). Green, pink,
black and purple contours represent models C7, C6, C5 and C4 respectively. Pink lines on global
tomography represents current subduction zones. Coastlines are marked by the grey lines. Yellow lines
represent present day tectonic plates. All mantle flow model contours are taken at mantle 5% colder than
ambient.
subduction. Each mantle flow model is created with a tectonic reconstruction that allows the
model to locate and replicate slab material descending through the mantle. The models (listed
in Table 2.) each have near identical inputs, with the reconstructions used being the main input
parameter that is changed between each model. It should be noted that although the mantle
flow models do have variations with other inputs, such as the start age or the viscosity structure,
these inputs have little effect on the variation of model results, as these are primarily deep
mantle parameters, and therefore do not impede on the scope of this study. Results from the
quantitative analysis (Fig. 10) indicate minor variations between models, with the averaged
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accuracy values ranging from 93%–95%, with C8 presenting the highest accuracy match to
tomography. However, a high accuracy value does not correlate to a high value in the
sensitivity plot, with C9 demonstrating the highest sensitivity value (22%). C3, C11, C10 and
C8 achieved an averaged sensitivity value of 19%, 20%, 21% and 21% respectively. Despite
this low variation according to the quantitative analysis, results from the cross-sections through
the mantle (Fig. 15) indicate a higher variation at the regional scale. At all locations examined,
the reconstruction models follow the trend of tomography fairly accurately, though each model

Figure 15. Cross-sections through the mantle. (a) Global tomographic vote maps of P-waves taken at
660km depth. (b) Cross-section taken under the Mariana Trench. (d) Cross-section taken under South
America. (f) Cross-section taken under the Izanagi plate. (c) and (e) are the same as (a). Green, pink,
black, purple and grey contours represent models C8, C9, C10, C11 and C3 respectively. Pink lines on
global tomography represents current subduction zones. Coastlines are marked by the grey lines. Yellow
lines represent present day tectonic plates. All mantle flow model contours are taken at mantle 5% colder
than ambient.
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displays a variation with their prediction of slab material. C3 (Mer21) tends to predict a greater
amount of slab material in the upper mantle compared to other mantle flow models. Excluding
the excess material in the upper mantle, C9 (Y18) pairs with C3 and displays a similar
prediction of slab material at depths. Both models accurately match with tomography at
locations with penetrating slabs (Fig. 15b and d), successfully predicting slab material to
depths, lying inside tomographic votes. Models C8 (Mu16) and C11 (Ma16-2) also shared
similarities with each other when predicted slab material. Both models paired together and
overall reproduced the trend of tomography with their predicted slab material, however, it was
seen that C8 often predicted material lower than C11 at increased depths. Both models
predicted slab break off at depths of approximately 660 km. C10 (Ma16) displayed unique
predictions when compared to the models it was plotted alongside. At the penetrating slab
locations, C10 displayed the thinnest slab material, often descending through the mantle at a
steeper angle. This is most prominent at the Mariana Trench (Fig. 15b). Underneath South
America (Fig. 15d), C10 flattened out at approximately 900 km depth, though remained inside
the area of tomography, as the tomographic votes displayed a broadened area of fast seismic
anomalies. This prediction of flattening out at depths was unseen with the other reconstruction
mantle flow models. At all locations, C10 predicted break off of slab around the 660 km
discontinuity.

4.3 Mantle flow models through time
Internal and external processes were modelled through time at three locations (Mariana
Trench, South America and the Izanagi plate). These three locations make up a steeply
penetrating slab a mid-angle penetrating slab and a stagnating slab. The internal processes
modelled were the mantle flow models that had their Rayleigh number changes, while the
mantle flow models with different reconstruction were modelled, representing the external
processes of slab subduction. Results from Figures 16, 17 and 18 indicate that each predicted
slab contour showed variation throughout time, spanning 48–0 Ma (Fig. 16) and 99–0 Ma (Figs
17 and 18). The global view of the mantle flow models for Figure 16 showed significant gaps
in subduction zone movement between the years 48–38 Ma, where the westward dipping
subduction zone shifted eastward. After this period, only minor movements where seen over
the Mariana Trench. Similarly, at the South American subduction zone (Fig. 17), the mostly
east dipping trench shifted west through time. At approximately 38 Ma, a complex trench is
seen, plotting east and west, however, this complex subduction system could be the result of
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Figure 16. Cross-sections of Rayleigh number models through time, taken under the Mariana Trench. Purple,
blue, black and grey contours on cross-sections represent models C7, C6, C5 and C4 (note that C4 is shown at
0 Ma, 9 Ma, 29 Ma and 48 Ma, resulting in slight offset). Mantle temperature seen at 660 km depth for C7.
Purple lines represent subduction zones. Grey lines represent coastlines. Khaki lines represent tectonic plate
boundaries.
the reconstruction used as a surface boundary condition in the Rayleigh number models. At
approximately 8 Ma, this complex subduction zone reverts back to an eastward facing trench.
More subduction zone movement is seen in Figure 18, taken under the Izanagi plate. This
subduction zone moves approximately south east over time, with a primarily west facing
trench. Similar to the present-day contours, the predicted slab contours through time show
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Figure 17. Cross-sections of Rayleigh number models through time, taken under South America. Purple, blue,
black and grey contours on cross-sections represent models C7, C6, C5 and C4 (note that C4 is shown at 0 Ma,
29 Ma, 49 Ma and 99 Ma, resulting in slight offset). Mantle temperature seen at 660 km depth for C7. Purple
lines represent subduction zones. Grey lines represent coastlines. Khaki lines represent tectonic plate
boundaries.
variation with C4 and C6. At all locations, C6 predicts thick and broad slab material than
generally gets held up in the upper mantle, unable to penetrate through. In contrast to this, C4
predict thin material that penetrates at a steep angle through the mantle. This is most notable at
the Mariana Trench (Fig 16) showing a significant drop from 38–28 Ma. Models C7 and C5
sharing near identical predicted slab material in the upper mantle. However, at depths these
models vary, with C7 able to penetrate at the South American cross-section (Fig. 17), whereas
C5 does not penetrate, getting held up at the boundary and then dropping between 18–8Ma. At
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the South American cross-section (Fig. 17) slab material penetrates as the subduction zone
shifts, resulting in some models (C5 and C6) lagging behind in their contours. At the Izanagi
plat cross-section (Fig. 18) a relatively high angle penetrating slab is seen from 99–18 Ma. At
approximately 8 Ma, the modelled slabs begin to stagnate, with the same trends as present day
seen.

Figure 18. Cross-sections of Rayleigh number models through time, taken under the Izanagi Plate. Purple, blue,
black and grey contours on cross-sections represent models C7, C6, C5 and C4 (note that C4 is shown at 0 Ma,
19 Ma, 59 Ma and 78 Ma, resulting in slight offset). Mantle temperature seen at 660 km depth for C7. Purple
lines represent subduction zones. Grey lines represent coastlines. Khaki lines represent tectonic plate
boundaries.
In contrast to the internal processes of slab subduction, the reconstruction models
represent the external processes of subduction. These reconstruction models were modelled
through time to understand how the predicted slab geometries evolved. The models span back
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49–0 Ma (Fig. 19) and 99–0 Ma (Figs 20 and 21). As these mantle flow models are contrasted
with different surface boundary conditions, their prediction of subduction zones throughout
time have varied, as well as their predicted slab material within the mantle. Only minor
variations are seen globally with the predicted subduction zones, with models C8 and C9
having near identical subduction zones throughout history. Only a minor variation of
subduction zones is seen between these two models between 19-9 Ma at present day Iran. At
the Mariana Trench (Fig. 19), a south west dipping subduction zone evolves into a west dipping

Figure 19. Cross-sections of Reconstruction models through time, taken under the Mariana Trench. Purple, blue
and black contours on cross-sections represent models C8, C9 and C11 respectively. Mantle temperature seen
at 660 km depth for C8. Purple, blue and black lines in global reconstruction represent subduction zones for
models C8, C9 and C11 respectively. Grey lines represent coastlines. Khaki lines represent tectonic plate
boundaries.
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Figure 20. Cross-sections of Reconstruction models through time, taken under South America. Purple, blue and
black contours on cross-sections represent models C8, C9 and C11 respectively. Mantle temperature seen at 660
km depth for C8. Purple, blue and black lines in global reconstruction represent subduction zones for models
C8, C9 and C11 respectively. Grey lines represent coastlines. Khaki lines represent tectonic plate boundaries.
subduction zone throughout time. At 39–19 Ma, the South American subduction zone (Fig. 20)
show a complex subduction with both east and west dipping subductions, though this complex
trench system evolves into an eastward dip. C9 predicts only an east facing trench throughout
time. Figure 21 shows all three models predicting an approximated south east movement of the
Izanagi plate subduction zone. At the Mariana trench cross-sections (Fig. 19), each predicted
contour shares similar trends until approximately 19 Ma, where C9 is slightly thicker and
towards the east of the other two models. At 9 Ma, C8 penetrates to the lower mantle while the
other two models do not, though this model has predicted a break off of slab material, which
sinks to depths at present day. C9 is seen penetrating at present day, though without a break off
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of slab, while C11 is held up at the upper-lower mantle boundary. Figure 20 highlights the
significant trench migration observed underneath South America. Throughout time, C8
predicts a steep penetration to the lower mantle while models C9 and C11 appear to get caught
up above the upper-lower mantle discontinuity. Both these models predict a lower angle
compared to C8. Models C8 and C11 show a break off of slab material from 9-0 Ma, while C9
continues straight down through the mantle. Both models C8 and C11 share similarities in the
upper mantle, with only small variation at depths. Underneath the Izanagi plate (Fig. 21), slab
material is seen to penetrate until 9 Ma, where the predicted model contours experience a
significant eastward subduction movement. All models experience similar trends in the upper

Figure 21. Cross-sections of Reconstruction models through time, taken under the Izanagi plate. Purple, blue
and black contours on cross-sections represent models C8, C9 and C11 respectively. Mantle temperature seen
at 660 km depth for C8. Purple, blue and black lines in global reconstruction represent subduction zones for
models C8, C9 and C11 respectively. Grey lines represent coastlines. Khaki lines represent tectonic plate
boundaries.
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mantle down to depths of approximately 500 km, where they then show variation. C9 predicts
the most material, while C8 predicts the least.

4.4 Preferred model (C9) through time – penetrating vs stagnating slabs
C9 demonstrated a high match to tomography on both the regional and the global scale.
Though it did not have the highest accuracy in the quantitative analyses of the reconstruction
models (Fig. 10), it demonstrated the highest sensitivity match of all models. When taking a
look at the evolution of modelled slab material through time, certain trends of stagnation and
penetration arise. Figures 22, 23 and 24 highlights how each type of slab geometry seen at
present day (steep penetration, moderate penetration and stagnation) can evolve throughout
time. Figure 22 displays the Mariana Trench cross-section through time, spanning back 49 Ma,
though only a small amount of material is predicted in the upper mantle at this time due to the
age of subduction zone initiation. The global subduction zone predictions indicate how the
subduction zone of the Mariana trench shifts from a near straight subduction zone from 4929 Ma, to a curved trench system at 19–0 Ma. Results from the cross-sections reveal that from
39–29 Ma, a mid angle subduction is seen down to depths of approximately 500 km. At 19 Ma,
the predicted slab material slightly thickens and begins to penetrate at a higher angle. At 9 Ma,
the slab material enters the upper-lower mantle discontinuity where it descends through the
lower mantle until present day, predicting a steeply dipping slab.
Similar trends of penetration are seen underneath the South America (Fig. 23), where
this cross-section spans back 99 Ma. Throughout time, a high amount of subduction zone
movement is seen, with the upper mantle moving almost 40° westward. However, the lower
mantle appears to only move approximately 15° west. Between 99–59 Ma, the predicted slab
material has a high angle of penetration that goes through the upper-lower mantle boundary to
the lower mantle. This slab material also experiences some slab buckling as it penetrates
through the upper lower mantle boundary. At 49 Ma, the lower mantle portion of the slab
material stop moving as much compared to the upper mantle. It appears to get held up in the
lower mantle while the upper-mantle material continues to shift westward. This shifting of the
upper mantle causes the slab contour to display a lower angle penetration. From 49–0 Ma, the
predicted slab material generally stays the same, while the angle of penetration decreases
slightly.
The present-day stagnating slab (Izanagi plate) was modelled back to 99 Ma (Fig. 24).
Throughout this time, this subduction zone experienced both penetration and stagnation. From
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Figure 22. Cross-sections of model C9 through time, taken under the Mariana Trench. The top panels show the
regional reconstruction for the Mariana Trench through time. Predicted temperatures for C9 at 660 km depth.
Purple lines in top panels represent subduction zones at the surface for models C9. Grey lines represent
coastlines. Khaki lines represent tectonic plate boundaries.
99–9 Ma, the predicted slab material is mostly penetrating, with the exception of 89 Ma, where
it appears to lie along the upper lower mantle boundary before descending through the mantle
again at 79 Ma. At 19 Ma, a high amount of upper mantle material is predicted. This material
is significantly shifted eastward between 19–9 Ma, while the lower mantle material remains
generally in the same position. This movement of upper mantle material resulted in a break off
of slab material, where the present-day geometry of stagnation is seen.
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Figure 23. Cross-sections of C9 through time, taken under South America. The top panel shows the regional
reconstruction for the Mariana Trench through time. Predicted temperatures for C9 at 660 km depth. Purple
lines in top panels represent subduction zones at the surface for models C9. Grey lines represent coastlines.
Khaki lines represent tectonic plate boundaries.

5. Discussion
5.1 An appropriate threshold
As indicated by the results of Figures (Figs 2, 5, 7 and 8), a mantle 5% colder than
ambient demonstrates a higher accuracy when matched to 13 tomographic P-wave votes,
compared to a 2% threshold. It was due to this match as to why those values were chosen for
the mantle flow model thresholds and the tomography thresholds. Too low of a tomographic
vote map count (such as 7 out 15 P-wave votes) identified too many areas within the mantle as
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Figure 24. Cross-sections of model C9 through time, taken under the Izanagi plate. The top panel shows the
regional reconstruction for the Mariana Trench through time. Predicted temperatures for C9 at 660 km depth.
Purple lines in top panels represent subduction zones at the surface for models C9. Grey lines represent
coastlines. Khaki lines represent tectonic plate boundaries.
fast seismic anomalies. In the cross-sections (Fig. 9), a tomographic vote count of 7 indicated
areas that seemed to lie outside the area of main slabs imaged by tomography. By increasing
the vote count to 13 (out of 15) P-wave votes, the area of fast seismic anomalies had a high
enough agreeance that they could be inferred with a high degree of accuracy to be slab material
in the mantle.
A higher mantle flow model threshold results in a smaller sample size and subsequently
a smaller prediction of a cold temperature in the mantle. A lower mantle flow model threshold
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(such as mantle 2% colder than ambient) results in a significantly large areas in the mantle
plotted as cold temperatures. While globally, this may seem appropriate, as seen in Figure 2,
regionally (Fig. 9b) this large area of slab material decreases the significance of a mantle flow
models’ match to tomography, as it is likely that tomography will fall inside a flow models’
predicted contour if it has a larger area. To combat the large area of slab material, a higher
mantle flow model threshold (mantle 5% colder than ambient) was analysed. Results from the
5% threshold (Figs 5, 7, 8 and 8c) indicate a significantly smaller area of the mantle that is
predicted to be cold temperatures. As a result of this of this smaller slab material prediction,
areas that do match up to tomography are more significant.
For the scope of this study, it was important for the mantle flow models to match up to
tomography as best as they could, without compromising on area within the mantle plotted.
Previous studies, such as (Flament, 2019), used mantle 2% colder than ambient. A low mantle
flow model threshold would have been appropriate for that study, as that paper examined lower
mantle structures. The deeper into the mantle, and the higher the temperature, the more difficult
it is for mantle flow models to predict areas that fall within mantle 5% colder than ambient,
this predicting too little slab material in the lower mantle. However, as this study focuses on
the upper-lower mantle, where temperatures are not as extreme as witnessed in the lower
mantle, a higher mantle flow model threshold can be utilised for a more specific match to
tomography.
It should be noted that other methods of comparing temperature to tomography exist.
Seismic filtering is one such method that allows mantle flow models to be directly compared
to tomography, without the need for thresholded values. Seismic filtering makes it possible to
relate the temperature field of a convection simulation to the heterogeneities images by seismic
tomography (Ritsema et al., 2007; Freissler et al., 2020). This is often done for quantitative
comparisons. Schuberth et al (2009) demonstrates how their methods of seismic filtering
showed that in the presence of a strong thermal gradient and corresponding large temperature
variations in the mantle, the heterogeneity predicted from whole mantle flow agrees well with
tomographic S-wave models.

5.2 The effects of a phase change on the variation of mantle flow model variation
The geochemical results from Irifune and Ringwood (1993) have detailed how the
relationships between the buoyancy and the geochemistry of a subducted slab can have
geodynamic implications. They stated that the combined effects of chemical differentiation and
the displace of perovskite can cause a variation in the geometries of slabs seen globally. This
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indicates that the phase change can have an impact on the geometry of a slab in the mantle.
They presented three scenarios which could be caused by the impacts of a phase change. (1)
Slabs could buckle and thicken to form a melange or megalith; (2) relatively thinner slab could
form a thermal equilibrium with surrounding mantle, preventing the slab from descending
through the discontinuity; (3) The 660 km discontinuity can act as a barrier or filter for slab
material, impeding it sinking through the mantle, ultimately accumulating on the 660
discontinuity.
However, the results from this study have demonstrated how the presence of a phase
change has little impact on the variation of mantle flow models. In Figure 11, it was shown
how, despite a presence of one (at 670 km), two (410 km and 670 km) or no phase change, all
three models shared minor variations in their prediction of slab material. This suggests that
neither penetrating (Fig. 11b and d) nor stagnating (Fig. 11f) slabs are affected by the presence
of a phase change. The high match to tomography indicates that these slabs are accurate in their
prediction of slab material. The overall findings from the phase change modelling indicates
that the internal process of a phase change does not cause a variation in the geometry of slabs
in the upper lower mantle.
One possible explanation for a difference in results between this study and Irifune and
Ringwood (1993) is that both studied used different approaches to achieve results. Irifune and
Ringwood (1993) focused on the geochemistry of subducting slabs and the mantle, whereas
this study has utilised mantle flow models and identifying the variations between predicted
slab material. It should also be noted that the mantle flow models used in this study have surface
boundary reconstructions that externally force the models. This has the potential to reduce the
importance and significance of internal factors.

5.3 A change in viscosity structure
Similar to the effect that a phase change can have on the evolution of a slab in the
mantle, many authors have argued that changes in viscosity throughout the mantle may affect
the geometry of slabs. One such paper is the study by Běhounková and Čížková (2008)
demonstrating how viscosity within the mantle can cause buckling and thickening of slab
material. In their investigation of several parameters, it was found that viscosity was the most
important of all parameters, stating that the viscosity has to increase at the 660 km boundary
to cause a thickening and buckling of slab material. Their study ultimately states that the
changes in viscosity in the mantle are a cause of a variation in the geometries seen globally.
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Their study supported previous studies which presented the same effect of a viscosity change
(e.g.Christensen, 1996; Houseman and Gubbins, 1997)
Results from this study presented different findings when compared to previous
literature. The Figures examining the viscosity structure (Fig. 12) highlighted how little
variation was seen between results. The near identical contours between models in the upper
mantle suggests that, despite a change in the viscosity, these models still plot similar contours
and are ultimately unaffected by this change in viscosity structure. Table 2 presents the changes
made to each models viscosity structure. Each model shared identical inputs for the depth
ranges above 160 km depth, between 160–310 km depth and between 310–660 km depth.
However, the changes made to the viscosity structure below 660 km depth has caused the
models to display minor variations below the 660 km discontinuity. Despite the variations seen
at depth, they are not significant enough to be attributed as the cause of a variation in slab
geometry.
Similar results were seen with Figure (Fig. 13), in which the models examined have
had their asthenosphere viscosity changed. Just as with the lower mantle viscosity change, the
asthenosphere viscosity structure results all showed near identical contours at the upper mantle.
It is only once the models reach the upper lower mantle boundary that they show a variation in
their predicted slab material.
The minor variations seen in viscosity changes of the lower mantle and the
asthenosphere indicated that neither the lower nor the upper sections of Earth’s interior are
causing a significant variation in slab geometry. The models examined all showed a fairly
distinct match to tomography, suggesting that these models generally capture the present-day
geometry of slabs. However, as mantle flow models are forced externally by surface boundary
reconstructions, the significance of the viscosity changes in the mantle may be displayed to a
lesser extent.

5.4 The age of the subducting plate
The complex morphological features seen at the Izanagi plate and the Marianas are
often attributed to the age of the subducting plate (Karato et al., 2001; Seton et al., 2015). The
stagnating Izanagi slab evolves throughout its tectonic evolution (Ma et al., 2019). Figure 24
details how the Izanagi once existed as a penetrating slab, with a moderately high angle. This
evolution into a stagnating slab may be attributed to the age of the subducting plate that has
descended through the mantle (Seton et al., 2015). Both tectonic reconstructions and sea-floor
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reconstructions have detailed how the spreading ridge of the Pacific plate may have been the
cause of the subduction of the Izanagi plate (Whittaker, 2007; Seton et al., 2015). The
spreading of the seafloor has resulted in a relatively young age of subducted lithosphere. The
relatively young age of the lithosphere that has been subducted at the Izanagi region may be
the cause of its stagnation along the 660 km boundary. The young age of the lithosphere
results in a warmer slab that has been deflected at this boundary, rather than penetrate
through (Karato et al., 2001).
In contrast to the stagnation of the Izanagi plate is the steep dipping Mariana trench.
Where the Izanagi subduction was in proximity to a ridge spreading, thus subducting young
lithosphere, the Mariana trench has subducted some of the oldest seafloor on earth (Stern et
al., 2004). As the oceanic seafloor ages, it gets colder and therefore denser (Vlaar and Wortel,
1976). The significantly denser oceanic lithosphere may have caused the steeply dipping
angle of slab subduction that is observed at the Mariana trench. It is these contrasts in age and
temperature of subducting lithosphere that may cause the juxtaposed Mariana trench and
Izanagi slab.

5.5 The effect of the Rayleigh number
The Rayleigh number models showed the highest variation between results for all of
the internal process parameters. Both too high and too low of a Rayleigh number caused the
models to predict inaccurate slab material, often causing a mismatch to tomography. Figure 14
highlights how C6 is generally unbale to match with tomography. This is due to this models
Rayleigh input being too low (8.60x106). A low Rayleigh number indicates a low convection
vigour. This low convection vigour suggests that C6 is predicting a mantle that struggles to
transport hot material throughout the mantle, resulting in an increased area of predicted cold
mantle temperatures (as seen in by Figure 7). C6 low convection vigour decreases sinking rates.
This makes it difficult for the slab material to travel through the mantle, ultimately causing the
model to predict slab material that cannot penetrate to steep angles (e.g. Mariana Trench). In
contrast to this, C4 has a high Rayleigh number (8.60x109). Where a low Rayleigh number
suggest low convection vigour, making it difficult for mantle to transport material around, a
high convection vigour suggest the opposite. Mantle material is too easily transported around
the mantle through convection, causing C4 to inaccurately predict cold temperatures within the
mantle. While on a global scale this may seem accurate (Fig. 10), regional results indicate that
this is not the case. Results from the cross-sections taken at the Izanagi plate (Fig. 14f) indicate
that this high convection vigour has resulted in material that passes through the upper-lower
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mantle discontinuity too easily, when it should be stagnating with tomography. It is seen that
a high convection vigour can produce accurate results at very steep angled slabs. This is seen
with the cross-section underneath the Mariana Trench (Fig. 14b), where the subducting
material has descended through the mantle at a steep angle, seemingly unaffected by the upperlower mantle discontinuity. However, this steeply dipping slab is only noted at one location,
and other penetrating slabs (South American trench) have not been accurately reproduced with
the slab material prediction of C4.
Too high and too low of a Rayleigh number produced inaccurate results when matched
to tomography. Thus, a ‘window’ exists where an appropriate Rayleigh number can
successfully replicate the trend of tomography within the mantle. Both models C7 (8.60x108)
and C5 (8.60x107) indicate this appropriate Rayleigh number. Globally, these models showed
the highest accuracy value (Fig. 10). This match to tomography was also seen on the regional
scale with the cross-sections through the mantle (Fig. 14), with models C7 and C5 following
the trend of tomography at both penetrating and stagnating zones.
The high variation between the matched and the mismatched models, both at present
day and throughout time, suggests that this parameter could play a role in the variation of slab
geometry. Too high and too low of a convection vigour could result in slabs that penetrate
steeply (high convection vigour; e.g. Mariana Trench), and those that stagnate (low convection
vigour; e.g. Izanagi plate) and broaden out along the upper lower mantle boundary. These
results confirm the work of (Flament, 2019), where it was found that mantle flow models with
a high Rayleigh number (Ra = 7.8x108) sunk to approximately 2300 km depth in approximately
50 Myr. In contrast to the swift convection, a low Rayleigh number (Ra = 7.8x105) had a
sluggish convection which was generally unable to penetrate to the lower mantle, taking 230
Myr to penetrate down to depths of approximately 750 km.
5.5.1 Temporal evolution of models based on contrasted Rayleigh numbers
By analysing the models based on contrasted Rayleigh numbers through time, it can be
determined whether or not the variation seen at present day is seen throughout time. The global
prediction of subduction zones (Figs 16, 17 and 18) show how subduction zones shift and move
throughout time. One example of a change in direction of trench motion is observed at the
South American subduction zone, where the trend shifts from an eastward dipping trench to
both east and west facing trenches at 38 Ma. However, this complex feature may be an artefact
due to improper modelling.
The results of modelling the Rayleigh number mantle flow models through time
indicated the same variation that is seen at present day. The similarities between models C8
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and C5, and the unique predictions of models C6 and C4 continues throughout the 99 Ma
period, seen at all locations (Figs 16, 17 and 18). As mentioned previously, too low of a
convection vigour, as seen with C6, has resulted in a predicted slab material that gets held up
in the upper mantle and struggles to descend through the upper lower mantle discontinuity,
resulting in thick, large slab material. This contrasts with the high convection vigour of C4,
which descends steeply down through the mantle as a thin contour. The variation throughout
time once again indicates that too low (C6) and too high (C4) of a convection vigour can have
an effect on the variation of slab geometry seen within the mantle.

5.6 External parameters – the role of reconstruction
As each model is created with a certain tectonic plate reconstruction that acts as a
surface boundary condition for the mantle flow models. This forces the mantle flow models to
locate and, to the best of their ability, replicate the trend of tomography. Results from Figure 15
highlight the extent of variation witnessed between the mantle flow models that have had their
reconstructions altered. This alteration has resulted in models that have different properties
forcing them into the desired tomographic contour. This causes these models to behave
differently to one another, resulting in a high variation of predicted slab material. As indicated
by the quantitative match (Fig. 10), the models have demonstrated a high accuracy match to
tomography, though in cross-sections (Fig. 15), the models have generally displayed a unique
predicted contour of slab material, while matching up with tomography.
C8 utilised the plate reconstructions formulated by Müller et al (2016). Their
reconstruction built upon the model by Seton et al (2012). In their paper, Müller et al (2016),
detailed the methods of how they achieved their global reconstruction. They utilised
reconstructions of relative plate motions, absolute reference frames and the constructions of
continuously closing polygons. The results from their paper describe how their global
reconstruction was successful in revealing two major global tectonic events. The first is the
relatively high mean absolute plate motion rate of 9-10 cm/yr-1, which could explain the sudden
plate accelerations of 140–200 Ma. Their second major finding was the relative, and some
absolute, plate motion changes that causes a decrease of global speeds from 6–4 cm/yr-1, an
event that can be attributed to the collisional forces and ridge subduction events.
As indicated by the cross-sections through the mantle and the quantitative analysis (Figs
10 and 15), models C8 and C11 shared similarities with their predicted slab material contours.
Both were successful in replicating the trend of tomography at both penetrating and stagnating
slabs. This similarity is largely due to the reconstruction of C11 building upon the
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reconstruction of C8, which was created by (Müller et al., 2016). The reconstruction model of
C11, created by Matthews et al (2016), introduced a continuous reconstruction back to the
Devonian (410 Ma). Their study compared their reconstruction with previously published
reconstructions, assessing the number of plates, the predicted plate size, plate and continental
speeds, plate velocities and trench migrations rates to formulate a reconstruction model that
best represents the previous Earth, dating from the Palaeozoic to the present (approximately
410 – 0 Ma). The findings of their continental and plate speeds show a peak speed of >14 and
>16 cm/yr for continental and plate speeds respectively. This displays and increase when
compared to present day rates of ~3 and ~5 cm/yr for continental and plate speeds respectively.
They also analysed the rate of trench migration through time, stating that trench retreat occurred
more frequently than trench advancement.
The similarities seen between models C11 and C10 can be attributed to the fact that the
surface boundary reconstructions are only slightly different between the models. Both
reconstructions have been created from Matthews et al (2016). This similarity is most notable
with the cross-sections through the mantle (Fig. 15), where both C10 and C11 follow similar
trends to each other, with C10 showing only slight variations in its prediction of slab material
in the mantle.
Models C9 and C3 displayed different predictions of slab material compared to models
C8 and C11, though between themselves, they shared similarities. Results from the quantitative
analysis and the cross-sections through the mantle (Figs 10 and 15) highlight this similarity,
with both models obtaining similar accuracy results, as well as displaying similar slab contours
in the mantle. C9 has a surface boundary reconstruction created by Young et al (2019). In their
study, they build upon the work of Matthews et al (2016), adding regional improvements to
plate motions and providing an alternative absolute plate motion model. Their findings
indicated a reduction in global plate speeds compared to the plate speeds produced by
Matthews et al (2016), as indicated above. Young et al (2018) achieved a plate speed of
approximately 8 cm/yr and 6 cm/yr for the Palaeozoic region and the Mesozoic – Cenozoic
respectively. When compared to the subduction zone kinematics of Matthews et al (2016),
Young et al (2018) demonstrated improvements, presenting a convergent rate peak of
approximately 13 cm/yr during the Gondwana breakup. It was noted that the past 100 Ma have
experienced a plateau in convergent rates (approximately 5 cm/yr). A global trench migration
rate of approximately on 1 cm/yr was witnessed throughout the span of their model, with
subduction zones experiencing more mobility in pre-Carboniferous times. Their reconstruction
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model was used as a surface boundary condition for mantle convection modelling and then
compared with present day tomography in attempt to correlate the two.
C3 has a surface boundary reconstruction of Merdith et al (in prep) which is a
continuation of the reconstruction models previously mentioned (e.g. Matthews et al., 2016;
Müller et al., 2016; Young et al., 2018), as well as others not mentioned or utilised as surface
boundary conditions for the mantle flow models used in this study (Shephard et al., 2013;
Merdith et al., 2017; Domeier, 2018). However, where this study differs from its predecessors
is that this reconstruction model spans from 1 Ga to present day, encompassing a full
supercontinent cycle. Also, reference frame for this reconstruction is no net rotation. This
reliance of previous models has resulted in the reconstruction by Merdith et al (in prep) to form
as an amalgamation of all previous reconstruction models. When used at a surface boundary
condition for mantle flow models, its prediction of slab material in the mantle follows similar
trends to C9, largely due to its similarity to that model.
5.6.1 Temporal evolution of models based on contrasted reconstructions
Three models with differing reconstructions were plotted through time (Figs 19, 20 and
21). The results from these global predictions of subductions zones indicate how models C8
and C11 share near identical predictions. At all locations throughout time, these two models
experience only one minor variation seen at the boundary of the Eurasian and Arabian plate.
As mentioned previously, C11 surface boundary reconstruction was created from the
reconstruction of C8. This has caused similarities in their prediction and location of subduction
zones. In contrast to this, C9 plots subduction zones that differ from models C8 and C11,
though only slightly, as all three models plot similar subduction zones. C11 has the same
surface boundary reconstruction as the Rayleigh number models (models C7, C6, C5 and C4)
and thus experiences the same complex trench switching at South America between 39–9 Ma.
As C8 was the base from which C11 was built upon, it too experiences the same pattern of
trench shifting to both east and west facing trenches. Again, this strange trench system could
be the result of an error with the surface boundary reconstructions that are forced onto these
mantle flow models.
More similarities between models C11 and C8 are attributed to C11 building upon C8’s
surface boundary reconstruction. The similarities are most evident in the upper mantle, down
to depths of approximately 500 km (e.g. Fig. 19). It is only past this depth where the two models
begin to vary, as C8 seems to penetrate more steeply than C11 (e.g. Fig. 20).
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5.7 Temporal evolution of preferred model (C9)
C9 was chosen as the sole model to predict penetrating and stagnation slab geometries
through time as it demonstrated a high match to tomography on the global scale (Fig. 10) and
the regional scale (Fig. 15). While other models may have presented a high match to
tomography globally (e.g. C8, C12, C8; Fig. 8), C9 was able to demonstrate the best match to
tomography on the regional scale, as its prediction of cross-sections accurately matched up
with tomography. Also, input parameters for some of these cases were deemed inappropriate
to be modelled through time. The start age of C38 (50 Ma) was too small to be chosen as the
sole model to be analysed through time. See Appendix 1, Table 1 for the full list of mantle flow
models and their input parameters.
Mariana Trench. As C9 demonstrates a match to present-day tomography, it can be
inferred through time that this model accurately predicts the geometries and evolution of slabs.
Figure 22 highlights the evolution of the Mariana trench slab, spanning back 49 Ma. The
resulting present-day slab is seen to steeply penetrate through the upper-lower mantle
discontinuity, seemingly unaffected. This study utilises the results of C9 through time to assess
and understand the evolution of the Mariana trench slab. One possible mechanism for the
steepness of the trench is the shifting of the subduction zones through time. The subduction
system is seen to shift from straight to curved throughout the 49 Ma. During this time, the angle
of slab changes from a moderately steeping slab (39–29 Ma), to a steep dipping slab. The angle
of the slab increases during 29–19 Ma, the same time as the subduction zone trenches begin to
form a curved system. Also, the cross-sections indicate from 49–19 Ma, the slab material is
moving eastward. From 9-0 Ma, the slab material shifts to a west moving trench system.
Another possible mechanism for the steepness of the Mariana trench is the age and
density of the subducting lithosphere. As the Mariana subduction system is not in proximity to
a ridge system, the lithosphere that is being subducted is one of the oldest on the planet (Stern
et al., 2004). As the age of lithosphere and its density are correlated (Crosby et al., 2006), the
dense material descending through the mantle may be dense enough to penetrate through the
660 km discontinuity while remaining mostly unaffected.
A finding of modelling C9 through time was how both South America and the Izanagi
plate have experienced a steeply penetrating slab material throughout their 99 Ma evolution
(e.g. Fig. 23; 79 Ma, Fig. 24; 29 Ma). This suggests that a steeply dipping slab is an early
process in the evolution of a slabs cycle. It is possible that over time, the slab seen at the
Mariana trench could form into a less steep penetrating slab, or even a stagnating slab that is
unable to descended through the upper lower mantle boundary.
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South America. Throughout its 99 Ma modelled history, the South American slab
experienced high amounts of trench migration. Results from Figure 23 highlight how, in its
early history, this slab experiences a relatively steep angled slab, compared to its present-day
angle. From 99–49 Ma, the resulting slab buckling appears to sink continually down through
the mantle, until 39 Ma where it is no longer imaged. This slab buckling seems to have no
impact on the slab material that is descending down through the upper mantle, though it could
potentially anchor itself in the lower mantle, beyond the imaging of this cross-section. As the
upper mantle material moves significantly westward, the lower mantle experiences a lower
amount of slab movement. Slab material gets held up in the lower mantle while the upper
mantle material continues to move. This results in a lower angle slab dip, as seen in the presentday cross-section of C9.
Izanagi Plate: Further evidence of trench migration causing a variation in slab geometry
throughout time is seen at the Izanagi plate (Fig. 24). The periods that are observed to have low
trench migration are seen to have slab penetrating the 660 km boundary with a moderately
dipped angle. It is only after 19 Ma does the subduction zone significantly migrate eastward.
Similar to the South American subduction, the Izanagi plate slab has material in the lower
mantle while the upper mantle migrates significantly. This migration could potentially cause
material at approximately 660 km to thin out and appear to lie along the boundary (Ma et al.,
2019), while material in the lower mantle continues to descend, as it experiences a relatively
low amount of trench migration.
During its 99 Ma evolution, the present-day stagnating slab is seen to penetrate through
the upper-lower mantle. This suggests that a slab could experience multiple slab geometries
throughout its evolution. This switching between slab geometries could also be the result of
trench migration. This shifting of a trench may result in the following evolution of a slab: (1)
minor trench migrations allow a slab to steeply penetrate into the lower mantle; (2) slab in
lower mantle is anchored, while the upper mantle material continues to migrate, resulting in a
lower angle of penetration; (3) a significant jump in upper mantle movement causes slab
material at approximately 660 km depth to thin and lie along the boundary, while lower mantle
material remains anchored below the upper lower mantle discontinuity.
The concept of trench migration causing a varied slab geometry is supported by various
authors. Olbertz et al (1997) also described the correlation between trench migration and the
angle of a slabs dip. It was found that an increase in the rate of trench migration results in a
decrease of dip angles. They also demonstrated how trench migration rates (1 cm/yr) can hinder
a slab and decrease the angle of dip. Similarly Christensen (1996) found that trench retreat rates
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faster than 2 – 4 cm/yr can cause descending slab to flatten above the 660 km discontinuity and
that slower rates allows slab material to penetrate straight int the lower mantle. However, the
author stated that flattening may occur at the 660 km discontinuity later, resulting in complex
morphologies. Christensen (1996) also found that slab can buckle (similarly to that seen in Fig.
23; 79 Ma), due to a localised increased in viscosity at the upper lower mantle boundary.
Though it is beyond the scope of this study to define a trench migration rate at which
slabs begin to decrease in their dip angle, this study is able to identify the main driving factors
that have resulted in a variation of slab geometry. The findings from modelling C9 through
time at three locations (Mariana Trench – steep angle), South American plate – moderate angle)
and the Izanagi Plate – low angle) have highlighted how the movement of trenches at the
surface can cause slab in the mantle to vary in their geometries. However, it should be noted
that the mantle flow models used in this study have been forced externally with surface
boundary reconstructions. This may result in a lesser representation of the internal properties
of the mantle. While this may be true, it is these surface boundary reconstructions that are
forced onto these models that makes it possible for them to accurately predict present-day
subduction zones. This makes it possible for these mantle flow models to be compared to
tomographic models, thus assessing their validity and accuracy.

5.8 Mantle flow regime
Results from the cross-sections through the mantle demonstrate how some slabs are
deflected at the 660 km discontinuity and how some slabs penetrate through to the lower mantle
(Li et al., 2008). This indicates that the theory of whole mantle convection (Davies, 1977;
Grand et al., 1997) may be incorrect. In contrast to this theory is the idea that the mantle is split
up into chemically stratified layers (Anderson, 1979, 2002; Wen and Anderson, 1997). This
theory is supported by the presence of stagnating slabs that lie along the boundary. However,
it has been noted that evolution of a slab (Fig. 20, 21 and 22), a slab can exist as both a
penetrating and a stagnating geometry. This suggests that the mantle flow regime may be whole
mantle convection with chemically stratified layers (Ballmer et al., 2015). The switching from
slab geometries indicates that slabs that are stagnate at the 660 km boundary may be
manipulated by mantle flow that has convected throughout the entirety of the mantle. It is from
the results of modelling slabs through time that this paper has favoured whole mantle
convection with compositional gradients. Despite this conclusion, a limitation does occur. This
study only focuses on areas within approximately 400-1000 km depth. To fully understand the
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nature of the mantle flow regime, it would be beneficial to analyse the entirety of the mantle to
understand how the convection system may differ at depths.

6. Conclusion
This study has utilised palaeogeographically constrained mantle flow models and
compared them with tomographic images in the attempt of understanding the driving factors
of slab geometry in the upper lower mantle. Each mantle flow model is created with a specific
set of input parameters that differs it from the next model. By contrasting similar mantle flow
models, matches and mismatches to tomography are made known. These variations enable this
study to identify whether a variation in slab geometry is the result of internal or external
processes of slab subduction.
The convection of the mantle has also been analysed with the assessment of the three
main theories of how material convects throughout the mantle. Results from the cross-sections
have indicated that slabs can get held up at the 660 km discontinuity. While this result would
favour a chemically stratified mantle, temporal cross-sections have revealed how slabs can
switch between geometries. This has caused this paper to favour the theory of whole mantle
convection with chemically stratified layers.
Results from this study have indicated that the internal processes of a change in
viscosity structure has no significant impact on the match to tomography, as each mantle flow
model was similar in their prediction of slab material. Similarly, whether a model consisted of
one, two or no phase changes also caused minor variation. From these matches of results, it
was evident that these two parameters were not controlling the variation of slab geometry in
the mantle.
However, one internal parameter that indicated a high variation in the mantle flow
models prediction of slab material was the models that had their Rayleigh number changed.
Models C7, C6, C5 and C4 all consisted of varying degrees of Rayleigh number. It was found
that too high (C4) or too low (C6) of a Rayleigh number resulted in too little or too much slab
material respectively. This demonstrated that an appropriate convection vigour was needed in
order to accurately match up with tomographic trends on a regional scale. This variation of
predicted slab material suggests that a change in the convection vigour within the mantle could
cause a variation of slab geometries. Due to the significant variation seen, these four models
were analysed through time, dating back 99 Ma at some locations. By doing so, it was seen
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how these models have evolved in their prediction of slab material through time. It was noted
that present day results were similar for all times throughout the modelled history.
Each mantle flow model consists of a surface boundary reconstruction that guides the
model into an appropriate location of slab subduction. This parameter makes up the external
processes that are being reviewed in this study. By taking the models with differing surface
boundary reconstructions (models C8, C9, C10, C11 and C3), it can be seen how these surface
changes cause variation within the mantle. It was noted that a high variation of predicted mantle
material exists. Each reconstruction was analysed, highlighting how some reconstructions built
on the works of previous researchers. These models were also plotted through time, again
highlighting the evolution of each models predicted slab material. It was seen how some
models shared a similarity to models who have similar surface boundary reconstructions. One
such model that demonstrated a variation to other models and proved to fit both globally and
regionally was C9. Due to its high correlation to tomography, it was chosen as the sole model
to extend its prediction of slab material through time. This allowed for the examination of
steeply penetrating slabs, moderately penetrating slabs and stagnating slabs evolution through
time. It was found that both South America and the Izanagi plate experienced high rates of
trench migration in the upper mantle, while the lower mantle experienced lower rates of trench
migration. This lagging of material in the lower mantle resulted in a decreased angle of
penetration, and ultimately stagnation (as seen at the Izanagi, though not at South America). It
was also found that that older slabs, such as those seen at South America or Izanagi, once
experienced a steep angle penetration, similar to what is witnessed at the Marianas. This
suggests that slabs can potentially experience an evolution of subduction that begins with
steeply dipping slabs that penetrate to the lower mantle, followed by high trench migration in
the upper mantle that leads to a decrease angle of penetration, and ultimately ending with the
stagnation of material that lies on top of the upper lower mantle boundary.
The presence of a stagnating slabs that lies along the 660 km boundary (e.g. the Izanagi
slab) suggests that internal processes (such as the viscosity of the mantle) may play a certain
role in the variation of slab geometry. However, the findings from the examination and
quantification of the match between mantle flow models and tomographic models have
indicated that the underlying driving factor of slab geometry can be attributed to the processes
of trench migration at subduction zones. Ultimately, it is this external process that is causing a
variation in slab geometry in the mantle, down to depths of 1000 km.
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8. Appendix.
Models names
Model name
gld436
gld435
gld434
gld308
gld307
gld306
gld288
gld281
gld324
gld340
gld357
gld434
gld361
gld360
gld359
gld358
gld357
gld356
gld357
gld356
gld290
gld288
gld413
gld388
gld387
gld386
gld385
gld382
gld381
gld364
gld362
gld360

Input
Case
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
C11
C3
C12
C13
C14
C15
C11
C16
C11
C16
C17
C7
C18
C19
C20
C21
C22
C23
C24
C25
C26
C27

External
Reconstruction
Mer21
Mer21
Mer21
Ma16-2
Ma16-2
Ma16-2
Ma16-2
Mu16
Y18
Ma16
Ma16-2
Mer21
Ma16-2
Ma16-2
Ma16-2
Ma16-2
Ma16-2
Ma16-2
Ma16-2
Ma16-2
Ma16-2
Ma16-2
Mer21
Ma16-2
Ma16-2
Ma16-2
Ma16-2
Ma16-2
Ma16-2
2016.5
Ma16-2
Ma16-2

Start age (Ma)
1000
1000
1000
230
230
230
230
230
410
100
230
1000
230
230
230
230
230
230
230
230
230
230
700
230
230
230
230
230
230
410
230
230

Internal
Rayleigh number
Viscosity structure
8.60E+08
0.02,0.002,0.02,0.2
8.60E+08
0.02,0.002,0.02,0.2
8.60E+08
0.02,0.002,0.02,0.2
8.60E+09
0.02,0.02,0.02,0.1
8.60E+07
0.02,0.02,0.02,0.1
8.60E+06
0.02,0.02,0.02,0.1
8.60E+08
0.02,0.02,0.02,0.1
8.60E+08
0.02,0.02,0.02,0.02
8.60E+08
0.02,0.002,0.02,0.2
8.60E+08
0.02,0.002,0.02,0.2
8.60E+08
0.02,0.002,0.02,0.2
8.60E+08
0.02,0.002,0.02,0.2
8.60E+08
0.02,0.002,0.02,80
8.60E+08
0.02,0.002,0.02,5.5
8.60E+08
0.02,0.002,0.02,3
8.60E+08
0.02,0.002,0.02,2
8.60E+08
0.02,0.002,0.02,0.2
8.60E+08
0.02,0.02,0.02,0.2
8.60E+08
0.02,0.002,0.02,0.2
8.60E+08
0.02,0.02,0.02,0.2
8.60E+08
0.02,0.02,0.002,0.1
8.60E+08
0.02,0.02,0.02,0.1
8.60E+08
0.02,0.002,0.02,0.2
8.60E+08
0.02,0.02,0.02,0.1
8.60E+08
0.02,0.02,0.02,0.1
8.60E+08
0.02,0.02,0.02,0.1
8.60E+08
0.02,0.02,0.02,0.1
8.60E+08
0.02,0.02,0.02,0.1
8.60E+08
0.02,0.02,0.02,0.1
8.60E+08
0.02,0.02,0.02,0.1
8.60E+08
0.02,0.002,0.02,200
8.60E+08
0.02,0.002,0.02,5.5

Output
2%
Phase change
410, 670
670
-

S
0.229
0.227
0.241
0.342
0.223
0.113
0.306
0.371
0.272
0.221
0.274
0.400
0.302
0.319
0.364
0.307
0.322
0.246
0.314
0.306
0.313
0.319
0.316
0.317
0.316
0.361
0.302
0.296
0.311
0.322
0.318
0.314

5%
A
0.739
0.739
0.762
0.867
0.815
0.500
0.845
0.878
0.800
0.769
0.829
0.891
0.844
0.871
0.880
0.867
0.850
0.772
0.851
0.848
0.851
0.853
0.852
0.852
0.838
0.872
0.844
0.816
0.846
0.850
0.851
0.848

S
0.191
0.184
0.192
0.193
0.191
0.131
0.219
0.215
0.225
0.211
0.208
0.219
0.220
0.214
0.221
0.216
0.195
0.190
0.232
0.195
0.217
0.217
0.220
0.229
0.208
0.213
0.220
0.237
0.228
0.220
0.223
0.219

A
0.928
0.923
0.933
0.951
0.952
0.904
0.953
0.955
0.946
0.952
0.949
0.954
0.951
0.950
0.952
0.950
0.953
0.934
0.954
0.952
0.953
0.954
0.954
0.954
0.946
0.954
0.951
0.947
0.953
0.953
0.954
0.953
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gld347
gld313
gld312
gld311
gld310
gld309
gld287
gld286
gld285
gld284
gld283
gld282

C28
C29
C30
C31
C32
C33
C34
C35
C36
C37
C38
C39

2016.5
Ma16-2
Ma16-2
Ma16-2
Ma16-2
Ma16-2
Ma16-2
Ma16-2
Ma16-2
Ma16-2
Ma16-2
Ma16-2

100
230
230
230
230
230
300
200
150
100
50
410

8.60E+08
8.60E+08
8.60E+08
8.60E+08
8.60E+08
8.60E+08
8.60E+08
8.60E+08
8.60E+08
8.60E+08
8.60E+08
8.60E+08

0.02,0.002,0.02,0.2
0.02,0.02,0.02,0.1
0.02,0.02,0.02,0.1
0.02,0.02,0.02,0.1
0.02,0.02,0.02,0.1
0.02,0.02,0.02,0.1
0.02,0.02,0.02,0.1
0.02,0.02,0.02,0.1
0.02,0.02,0.02,0.1
0.02,0.02,0.02,0.1
0.02,0.02,0.02,0.1
0.02,0.02,0.02,0.1

-

0.309
0.307
0.310
0.319
0.319
0.421
0.298
0.229
0.227
0.241
0.342
0.223

0.846
0.840
0.852
0.863
0.869
0.895
0.827
0.739
0.739
0.762
0.867
0.815

0.221
0.226
0.221
0.229
0.229
0.333
0.205
0.191
0.184
0.192
0.193
0.191

0.953
0.953
0.953
0.953
0.955
0.958
0.947
0.928
0.923
0.933
0.951
0.952

Table 1. Full list of mantle flow models that were analysed in this study. Names of models as they were examined and as they have been
presented in thesis. Input parameters for each model have been shown. The accuracy (A) and sensitivity (S) outputs when compared to
tomography with mantle 2% and 5% colder than ambient.
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